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Abstract: The importance of transforming business models and activities toward a sustainable
economy is more urgent than ever and manifests in the adoption of international agreements and
regulatory initiatives. Company transactions, including mergers and acquisitions (M&A), need
to pay attention to sustainability concepts and their implications. Consequently, the current and
traditional literature on M&A processes acknowledges the role of sustainability as a prerequisite for
success in M&A operations. However, reviews of the relationship between sustainability and M&A
from an integrative perspective that highlight the pre- and post-deal stages are limited. To bring
further transparency to this context, we perform a systematic review of the academic literature on
the relevance and implications of sustainability in M&A, focusing on archival studies. We present
an overview of major sustainability influences at different stages of the M&A process, using the
perspective of the acquirer as well as the target of sustainability. We observe that in all analyzed pre-
and post-deal stages, sustainability is identified as having an impact or being impacted by M&A
activities. Accordingly, practitioners’ strategic consideration of sustainability for deal origination
and performance is required. Furthermore, we highlight several understudied factors and create a
research agenda, as research findings are, to some extent, heterogeneous and limited.

Keywords: sustainability; corporate social responsibility; ESG; mergers and acquisitions; M&A
process; systematic literature review

1. Introduction

The transition toward a sustainable economy is a major mission nowadays. To align
business activities with social objectives, countries support the United Nations’ Sustain-
able Development Goals and encourage firms to engage with them [1–3]. Together, the
“2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”, with its 17 established SDGs, and the signed
“Paris Climate Agreement”, which aims for the prevention of human-caused global warm-
ing and climate change, represent a comprehensive framework for achieving sustainable
development [4,5]. Companies must play a key role in achieving these goals, especially
those acting globally within international markets [6]. Companies indicate their individual
progress and contribution via sustainability reporting and sustainability ratings [7]. To
address the importance of sustainable development, increasing sustainability disclosure
requirements and sustainability ratings are being enforced [8,9].

This is demonstrated in an exemplary way by the European Commission’s adoption
of a Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD) as an element of the European
Green Deal [10], a plan to move toward a climate-neutral economy by 2050 [11].

Such regulatory pressure and aspirations require businesses to internally develop
their capabilities and adapt to align their business activities with sustainable development.
Alternatively, companies may strategize to look externally for sustainable solutions. The
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importance of M&A as a supplementary tool for sustainable transformation is reflected by
the significant increase in green M&A transactions in recent years [12,13].

This trend is promoted by certain aspects. On the one hand, it is a necessity for
the transformation into more environmentally friendly business models, given the rising
pressure to mitigate climate change. Therefore, companies need to identify approaches for
redesigning business models and value chains. The external acquisition of technology or
capabilities for meeting environmental and sustainability aspirations via M&A activities is
one option [13,14].

On the other hand, the shift in investors’ mindsets and stakeholder orientation toward
sustainability promotes this trend. The rapid development of both the Socially Responsible
Investments (SRI) market in recent decades and private equity (PE) firms is exemplary [15,16].
PE firms are integrating sustainability issues more strongly into their investment decisions
since investors and other stakeholders are paying increasing attention to them. In addition,
the risk management factor, sustainability integration is also expected to support value
creation [17]. Better growth options, which manifest in higher valuations, also set incentives
for targets to push sustainability aspects in deals [13]. As a result, sustainability issues,
including corporate social responsibility (CSR), have become increasingly important in
academia [18,19]. Also, at the nexus with M&A research, discussion has started on the role
and value relevance of sustainability, and—corresponding with this development—the
current and traditional literature on M&A processes acknowledges the role of sustainability
as a prerequisite for successful M&A operations [20,21].

However, despite the wealth of material, the field of M&A research suffers from a lack
of connectedness and integrative research design [22–24]. M&A transactions are, by their
nature, complex and consist of a pre-deal and a post-deal phase [24].

In the pre-deal phase, systemic screening and evaluation of the strategic fit are central
aspects [25]. The target needs to be chosen in terms of its strengths and weaknesses, as well
as the fit of the company [24]. Scholars rarely analyze sustainability aspects at this stage but
emphasize their importance in deals [26,27]. Also, due diligence must be carried out in the
valuation of targets. The challenge is to find the right price and value synergies while not
overpricing [28]. The form of payment also has to be chosen; either cash or stock payments
are options to choose from and have an impact on governance and risk [29,30]. An increasing
number of studies have focused on the connection between sustainability and stock-market
reactions in the context of M&As [22]. The final success of M&A deals can be judged in
the post-deal phase using performance measures [31]. Studies are paying more attention
to analyzing whether sustainability is relevant to better post-deal performance or whether
sustainability performance can be influenced by M&A [22,32]. However, non-existing inte-
grative design can also be considered with respect to the intersection of sustainability and
M&A research. Literature reviews in this context are limited, and there is an existing need
to review the body of knowledge [20,22].

Given the perspective of potentially unavoidable sustainability transformation for
industries and companies, a holistic understanding of the sustainability implications is
mandatory. To identify whether M&A can be a supplementary tool to promote sustainability
performance and to identify whether sustainability is an enabler in M&A stages should
be of strategic priority. Therefore, to contribute to the growing sustainability research
nexus and to overcome non-connectedness in the M&A and sustainability intersection, the
main goal of this literature review is to summarize and synthesize M&A research from the
perspective of sustainability with respect to pre- and post-deal stages as a framework [24].
Accordingly, we investigate the following research question (RQ): What is the relevance of
sustainability and its implications in M&A stages? In more detail, this covers the stages of
target selection, bid premia, payment method, and announcement return in the pre-deal
phase. Post-deal performance is analyzed for financial and sustainability performance
implications, thereby laying a foundation for the understanding and further analysis of
sustainability as well as M&A research [33].
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To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first review to holistically analyze
archival studies and present an overview of the major implications of sustainability, in-
cluding their theoretical underpinnings in the M&A context. Moreover, we are the first
reviewers using the Web of Science database and applying a broad scope of subject ar-
eas, including environmental studies. Therefore, we also shed light on target selection in
the pre-deal stage of transactions and analyze the impact of M&A activity on post-deal
sustainability performance.

Using this approach, we make multiple contributions to the literature. First, from a
comprehensive perspective of sustainability in the M&A process, this is the first review to
illuminate the relationship from a pre- and post-deal perspective in combination with the
acquirer and target perspectives, so that one can understand the current state of research
on the influence of the sustainability of the involved transaction parties in different stages
of deals.

Second, we review the theoretical underpinnings and reasoning in the identified
articles and, therefore, contribute to the discussion of sustainability implications. Third,
potential avenues for future research are identified, considering the findings of the con-
temporary literature. On the one hand, this provides robustness to findings and research
that identified gaps in regional, deal, and sustainability metric perspectives. It also further
disentangles the limited research on the relevance and implications of companies’ single
sustainability pillars, with respect to the optimal level of sustainability performance for
companies and with respect to individual sectors. The evolving regulatory environment
(e.g., the European Union (EU) Green Deal) represents a potential to overcome the chal-
lenges of lack of availability as well as comparability in definitions, on the other hand.
Moreover, M&A in the context of new sustainability regulations (e.g., EU Taxonomy) can
be elaborated.

The succeeding parts of the review are designed as follows: Section 2 introduces theo-
retical foundations and key terminologies to discuss the linkage between sustainability and
M&A. In Sections 3 and 4, we provide a detailed overview of our methodological approach
and present our selected sample of archival studies. Section 5 presents and analyzes the
findings on the relevance of sustainability and its implications in the framework of major
pre- and post-deal stages in M&A. In the final section, we provide a summarized discussion
of our key findings and state potential future research agenda topics.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Sustainability Terminology

Even though research on sustainability and CSR is increasing, a universal definition
for the terms is still nonexistent [34,35]. Initially, the two terminologies developed along
separate research strings [36]. While CSR originally referred to social aspects, environmental
issues were the focus of sustainability. Both are related to each other [36,37]. These days,
the terms have converged and are used as synonyms [36,38]. Following the terminology
of the Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD) of the European Union [10],
we use the terminology of sustainability in this study. Although this term is applied in the
subsequent sections, articles referring to CSR or other sustainability concepts will also be
presented in the literature review under this term.

Concept-wise, all sustainability terminologies share the notion of shifting the goal of
doing business to the interests of numerous parties’ stakeholders. Examples of stakeholders
are customers, suppliers, employees, and creditors [39]. Regarding business activities,
balancing between the dimensions of profit, planet, and people is also referred to [7]. In
addition, defining the scope of sustainability, measuring sustainability performance is
identified as controversial [40,41]. Usually, sustainability measurement is provided by
agencies collecting and aggregating information across various sources and reporting
standards [41,42].

Sustainability rating agencies are expected to support investors in screening corpo-
rate sustainability performance, which is very similar to credit ratings and facilitates the
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screening process for creditworthiness [41]. However, sustainability performance is an
interpretation of what rating agencies interpret as sustainability performance, since no
clear definition of sustainability performance is in place [34,41]. The major concern is the
low correlation across sustainability ratings from different providers and the substantial
disagreement among different raters [40]. Even though sustainability ratings show obvious
limitations, academia is increasingly relying on sustainability ratings for their archival
studies [43,44].

In this study, we refer to the term sustainability performance to indicate the level of
a company’s commitment to sustainability and the sustainability initiatives it engages in.
As studies in our sample apply various sustainability performance measures, they can be
distinguished by the sustainability rating that they apply. Although some studies speak of a
sustainability performance that encompasses all or many dimensions [45,46], other studies
focus on single sustainability pillars [8,47,48]. Mostly, studies differentiate between the
social, environmental, and governance single pillars of sustainability performance [49,50].

2.2. M&A Terminology

The common mechanisms in M&A allow businesses to combine their already existing
assets and capabilities [23,51]. From a terminology perspective, transactions must be
distinguished between mergers and acquisitions. Mergers represent transactions that form
a new company with the combination of two entities, while acquisitions are understood as
a takeover of another firm, which is named as a target, by an acquirer party [23,32,52].

In the research literature, however, the two transaction types are usually not differ-
entiated, as they correspond to the same mechanism [23,51]. The underlying aim of M&A
transactions is to generate value from undertaking actions corresponding to classical share-
holder and agency theories. Firms’ management teams are considered to have the purpose
of maximizing shareholder value [23,53]. Looking at the research focus of M&A, major
streams can be identified. One major research stream analyzes the reasons and factors
behind the occurrence of M&A transactions dating back to 1950 [23].

Several driving forces behind merger activities have been identified and theoretically
underpinned [32]. Theories, on the one hand, argue from a macroeconomic perspective
and define the merger as a consequence of economic disturbances. This corresponds to
macro-factors like technological shocks, stock-market conditions, and modifications to
regulatory frameworks and settings [54,55].

On the other hand, theories based on firm-specific motivations have been devel-
oped [32]. Those theories are mostly based on the perspective of the bidder’s shareholder
gains. Also, managers’ personal benefits as the reason for a merger have been stated accord-
ing to the empire-building theory. The efficiency theory has a dominant role. According to
this theory, realizing synergies by fusing business resources and skills is the intention of
mergers [56,57].

The bulk of research has focused on post-deal research [22,23]. The focus lies in
researching deal performance and mostly discussing the financial performance of transac-
tions [31]. Based on the time horizon of the evaluation of financial performance, research
distinguishes between the short-term and long-term financial performance of deals [31].
The short-term evaluation looks at the effect of the announcement of M&As in an event
study setting equivalent to an ex ante expectation from the perspective of the market [30,31].
Long-term financial performance is an ex-post realization of the transaction-level and firm-
level benefits that occur as a result of successful acquisitions [31,52]. However, in the
context of M&A performance, no clear boundary for differentiating short-term and long-
term performance exists [58].

2.3. Linking Sustainability and M&A

The majority of the archival literature on the effects of sustainability in the context
of M&A transactions has concentrated on the intersection between firms’ sustainability
engagement and the financial performance of M&A transactions [22,30,52].
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From a theoretical perspective, two theories have been widely used to explain the
implications of sustainability. Firstly, the shareholder expense view [59] is referred to.
It suggests that sustainability engagement occurs at the expense of shareholders, which
represents the value-destruction perspective of sustainability. The value-maximization view
of sustainability is reflected in stakeholder theory [39]. According to this view, meeting the
demands and expectations of various stakeholders induces greater stakeholder support,
which enhances financial performance and increases firm value [60]. Other theoretical
perspectives have also been referred to by researchers. Those theories refer to signaling
theory, learning theory, or culture clash theory and the culture synergy view [30,61,62].

Since understanding M&A stages (phases) is an important aspect in setting a foun-
dation for understanding and further analysis of M&A research [33], studies focus on
different stages within a transaction cycle. No general rule of process stages is established.
Prior research in the area has set up various approaches with two to seven phases in the
M&A process [33]. Literature reviews often differentiate between a pre- and post-deal
stage [23,24]. Similarly, studies in the nexus of sustainability and M&A have paid attention
to different transaction stages [22].

From a pre-deal (deal origination) perspective, M&A target selection has been in-
vestigated. Those studies contribute to the literature by enhancing the understanding
of the determinants of target choice [26,63]. Deal valuation has been focused on studies
in the context of bid premia. Acquirers set M&A premia based on their expectations
for synergistic gains [28,64,65]. Studies specifically examine whether sustainability af-
fects bid premia [64,66]. Moreover, the analysis of the payment types in deals has been
researched [67,68].

The influence of sustainability on deal performance has been the focus of pre- and
post-deal research. Capital market reactions to M&A announcements are researched in
terms of short-term (announcement) financial performance [30,52]. The contribution of
sustainability to the long-term value of the company, also exceeding the year of the deal
(e.g., up to three years after the merger), is measured in the long-term financial deal perfor-
mance. Studies base their analysis on market- or accounting-based metrics and shed light on
the question of whether sustainability performance matters for value creation [31,32].

Moreover, the influence of M&A on sustainability performance is focused on the post-
deal stages. Studies analyze whether sustainability performance changes as a consequence
of M&A transactions [8,9]. An overview of the overall research setting is presented in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Research setting of relevance and implications of sustainability in M&A stages. Source:
authors’ own.
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3. Materials and Methods

Following Fink [69], we conducted a systematic review of the literature to further
clarify the relevance and implications of sustainability in the M&A process. We carry out
a four-step process using the approach introduced by Tranfield [70]. First, to conduct
the search, we identify and use the Web of Science (WoS) research database similarly to
other reviews in the context of sustainability [20,71]. This database is one of the most
comprehensive data sources in the field of social sciences, especially in business and
economics [72]. The search string is then created by combining different search terms,
ensuring comprehensive coverage of the research field. The terms for sustainability include
relevant forms, acronyms, and pseudonyms [22,71]. This strategy ensures that different
definitions of sustainability are included, which cover a broader definition of sustainability,
such as CSR and ESG [73].

In the context of M&A, several other terms are applied as well [20,22]. We avoid
overlaps by combining the following terms, allowing for different writing styles, us-
ing the Boolean operators AND and OR as follows: ALL = (“M&A$” AND “ESG”))
OR ALL = (“M&A$” AND “CSR”)) OR ALL = (“M&A$” AND “Sustainability”)) OR
ALL = (“Merger$” AND “ESG”)) OR ALL = (“Merger$” AND “CSR”)) OR ALL = (“Merger$”
AND “Sustainability”)) OR ALL = (“acquisition$” AND “ESG”)) OR ALL = (“acquisition$”
AND “CSR”)) OR ALL = (“acquisition$” AND “Sustainability”).

Furthermore, we limit articles to the subject areas of Business, Business Finance,
Economics, Environmental Studies, Management, Operations Research, and Management
Science, since we want to analyze archival studies in the business context. No restrictions
on the years of publication were applied. In total, 2049 studies were retrieved from the
WoS database.

As a second step, practical screening criteria are set to select empirical studies. At
first, articles were limited to English-written work. Secondly, we only look for studies that
analyze the data empirically. Consequently, we exclude all conceptual or theoretical studies.
In addition, articles are limited to peer-reviewed studies (either published or forthcoming).
Given the criteria stated, the primary search is conducted by systematically screening the
titles and abstracts of the sample literature. This includes a scope screening. Articles that
focus on the intersection of sustainability and M&A are included. We include domestic and
cross-border M&A types for the review. Studies that only focus on one area (either only on
sustainability or only on M&A) are excluded. The scope screening is complemented by a
methodological screening. Studies that apply archival methods (e.g., regression analysis)
are included. Studies that do not apply archival methods are excluded. Therefore, case
studies, studies using experimental designs, and surveys are classified as non-relevant.
In the case of meeting all screening criteria, studies are included in the database. On
27 June 2023, the last search was undertaken, and the sample was reduced by 1928 articles.
During this stage, articles focused predominantly on Green and Sustainable Science and
Technology, Environmental Sciences, and Environmental Studies in the WoS category were
eliminated, leading to 121 articles in the full-text review.

As a third step, methodological screening criteria are created and used to review the
content of the studies gathered. The authors look deeply into the complete articles before
selecting those that meet our research objective with the following characteristics: First, all
articles’ bibliographic data are collected (e.g., authors, title, journal, and year of publication).
Also, methodological information (e.g., sample details and research method) is extracted.
The sustainability rating (database) applied is also identified and recorded. Studies that do
not include required information are classified as non-relevant and are excluded.

Since we aim to provide details on the relevance and implications of sustainability in
the M&A context, we confine our research to sustainability proxies as dependent variables
or independent variables of interest in the M&A context. During the full text review,
numerous articles were identified that only touched on one aspect of the relationship
without going into detail about how sustainability and M&A are related. Furthermore,
studies that do not apply archival methods were, as in the abstract screening, also excluded.
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In this process stage, 70 articles were eliminated based on the criteria stated above. One
relevant article was identified from the reference list and added to the sample. Following
these steps, a final sample of 52 articles was retrieved. A detailed overview of the search is
provided in Figure 2.

Figure 2. WoS sample identification. Source: authors’ own.

Further, we place studies and findings along the M&A process in pre- and post-deal
stages [22,24]. The pre-deal phase consists of the stages ‘target selection’, ‘bid premium’,
‘payment method’, and ‘announcement performance’. The post-deal stages are ‘long-
term financial performance’ and ‘post-deal sustainability performance’. The allocation
is determined by the study’s context, its applied archival method, and the dependent
variable in the study setting. For instance, while announcement performance and long-term
financial performance have in common that financial performance measures are dependent
variables, announcement studies apply event-study approaches with cumulative returns
analysis during announcement window periods. Long-term financial performance analyzes
implications for longer periods after closing. Post-deal sustainability performance studies,
for example, are characterized by sustainability performance (e.g., sustainability rating)
as a dependent variable. Moreover, we also group studies based on the sustainability
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analysis perspective of the research. Studies are categorized according to three sustainability
dimensions: acquirer, target, or relative sustainability (independent of rating type, country,
or other aspects). In the case that the acquirer sustainability perspective is analyzed in the
study (e.g., sustainability rating of the acquirer), the article is allocated to the dimension
‘acquirer sustainability’. The same logic applies to target sustainability. If both parties’
sustainability is focused (e.g., distance measure), this study is allocated to the dimension
‘relative sustainability’. Where articles use more than one perspective from different
categories (e.g., financial and sustainability performance), articles are listed in more than
one category. Therefore, the number of findings is higher than the number of articles in
the review.

The results were combined in the last step. The literature was classified according to
the six M&A deal stages and the three sustainability perspectives. Correspondingly, the
articles will inform the six following sub-RQs:

RQ1. How does sustainability impact target selection?
RQ2. How does sustainability impact bid premia?
RQ3. How does sustainability impact payment methods?
RQ4. How does sustainability impact short-term announcement (financial) performance?
RQ5. How does sustainability impact long-term financial performance?
RQ6. How does M&A impact post-deal sustainability performance?
The sample and findings are discussed in the following sections. A comprehensive

overview of the final sample is given in Appendix A, organized according to the six
addressed sub-RQs, including theoretical underpinning, sustainability rating, and study
finding information.

4. Descriptive Statistics of Literature Sample

The final sample consists of 52 archival studies from peer-reviewed journals. Accord-
ing to the research category of WoS, the majority belong to the “Business and Economics”
research area. In total, our sample is represented by 33 different academic journals. Around
three-fourths (75%) of the archival articles were released in the current decade. The earliest
archival article, Aktas [30], was published in 2011 (see Figure 3). At this time, there has been
a concentration of studies in the last few years, which emphasizes the growing attention
and interest in this field of study.

Figure 3. Paper distribution according to the year of publication. Source: authors’ own.
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Overall, four studies are published by the Journal of Corporate Finance, and four studies
are Finance Research Letter publications, which are the second most represented journals in
our sample. The journal Sustainability, with six publications, is the most frequently listed
one (see Table 1).

Table 1. Distribution of empirical studies among academic journals.

# Journal # of Studies

1 Sustainability 6
2 Finance Research Letters 4
3 Journal of Corporate Finance 4
4 Journal of Cleaner Production 3
5 Asia-Pacific Journal of Accounting and Economics 2
6 Business Strategy and the Environment 2
7 Corporate Social Responsibility and Environmental Management 2
8 International Review of Financial Analysis 2
9 Journal of Business Ethics 2
10 Pacific-Basin Finance Journal 2

Subtotal Top10 29

Other Journals 23

Total 52

In addition, analyzing and sorting the literature provides a mapping of the number
of findings along the M&A stages defined. As is common for M&A research, most of the
studies and their findings focus on deal performance and the dimensions of short-term and
long-term financial performance of deals [22,31]. The number of findings along the M&A
stages is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Distribution of research findings along M&A stages (n = 80). Source: authors’ own.

With respect to the underlying data source to measure sustainability performance,
Refinitiv (formerly Asset4) is the most frequently applied source. It has a reputation as
one of the most diligent and trustworthy sources for sustainability data [64]. The second
most applied in our sample is the MSCI rating (including the Kinder, Lydenberg, and
Domini (KLD) database, as it was acquired by MSCI in 2010 [41]). Depending on the region
focused on, other data sources are also used (other databases used are Sino-Securities Index
(SSI) ESG Rating; Intangible Value Assessment (IVA) score; Korea Institute of Corporate
Governance and Sustainability (KCGS) rating; EIRIS; Orbis database; CSRhub database;
and manually calculated variable proxies). Ratings related to Chinese companies mostly
apply to Hexun Finance, Rankins CRS Rating (Rankins CSR Ratings (RKS) is one of the
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best CSR indexes in mainland China; the RKS index consists of 15 first-level indexes
and 63 second-level indexes [58]), and the China Stock Market and Accounting Research
(CSMAR) database. Figure 5 presents an overview of the sustainability data sources and
their distributions, which are identified in our sample. Looking at the regional focus, most
of the M&A samples focus on international transactions, followed by US samples and
transactions with a focus on China. For details, see Figure 6.

Figure 5. Distribution of sustainability data sources applied (n = 52 articles). Source: authors’ own.

Figure 6. Distribution of regional M&A-sample focus (n = 52 articles). Source: authors’ own.

5. Results

This section provides information on the implications of sustainability in M&A. The
stages of the M&A process and the sustainability focus of acquirer, target, and relative
sustainability are used to organize the reviewed literature.
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5.1. Pre-Deal Stage
5.1.1. Implications of Sustainability for Target Selection
Acquirer Sustainability Implications for Target Selection

Looking at the link between acquirers’ sustainability performance and target selection,
studies base their arguments on the conflict resolution view of stakeholder theory [63].
According to the conflict resolution viewpoint, investments in sustainability and M&A
activities are viewed as a source of conflict among various stakeholders [74]. Sustainability-
oriented firms have a lower likelihood of investing in M&A activities in order to reduce
potential conflicts of interest with stakeholders [63].

Krishnamurti [63] discovers, in the context of US samples, a highly negative associa-
tion between firms’ sustainability engagement and M&A investment level, which indicates
that sustainability engagement reduces M&A investment when a firm is resource con-
strained. In line with this finding, Gul et al. [75] find for a US sample that firm-level
sustainability has a significant negative association with a firm’s M&A activity, which prox-
ies the empire-building tendency. Looking at trait behavior, CEO overconfidence is found
to moderate the effect of empire-building and weaken the negative relationship. Therefore,
overconfident CEOs engage in sustainability activity for empire-building, revealing agency
theory concerns.

Examining the impact of acquirers’ sustainability risks on target selection, studies
find an increased likelihood of acquiring foreign targets for emission risk reduction [76,77].
High-emitting companies in the manufacturing industry are likely to diversify the risks
of their carbon emissions through cross-border M&A investments in countries with weak
environmental, regulatory, or governance standards. Consequently, sanctions are less likely
to be imposed, thereby reducing the financial risk associated with the acquirer. While, for
a multi-country sample, weak environmental regulatory stringency in a target country
increases acquisition probability, it is not confirmed for results in China. Sub-national
voluntary civil environmental regulations are facilitating cross-border activities in China.

In contrast, Leon-Gonzalez and Tole [78] find no evidence for the pollution haven
hypothesis on M&As focusing on the worldwide mining industry between 1996 and 2004.
Accordingly, countries with weak environmental standards seem not to necessarily attract
mining industry firms. Those firms are potentially concerned about avoiding environmental
liabilities, damage to their corporate image, and complying with shareholder demands.

Target Sustainability Implications for Target Selection

Findings on the association between targets’ sustainability performance and target
selection suggest that sustainability performance has a relevant role in the likelihood of
being targeted in M&A transactions.

Gomes [26] finds in an international deal sample that target firms possess on average
higher sustainability scores than comparable non-target firms. Using logistic regressions,
they also find a positive relationship between a target’s sustainability performance and
its propensity to become a M&A target. The author argues that acquirers search for firms
featuring good sustainability performance linked to cost- or risk-reduction perspectives. In
addition, the overall sustainability performance, the three sustainability pillars (environ-
ment, social, and governance) significantly lead to higher probabilities.

Ma et al. [79] analyze the implications of sustainability for becoming a M&A target
in developing countries with heterogeneity introduced in product market competition
and ownership structure. In line with the finding of Gomes [26], target firms have higher
sustainability scores than similar non-target firms. In contrast, for developing countries,
sustainability performance is only positively related to a firm’s probability of becoming
a M&A target in more competitive industries when it is not a state-owned enterprise,
indicating ownership structure as a factor. In such industries, firms are more socially
responsible and more willing to conduct sustainability activities [80] and aim as a non-
state-owned entity to obtain the market’s goodwill to overcome financing constraints [45].
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Furthermore, high-quality sustainability disclosure is identified to mediate target
probability, increase the likelihood of becoming a target in competitive industries, since
high-quality sustainability disclosure is relevant to attracting investors [43,81,82], and
reduce information asymmetry between insiders and outsiders [83].

The association between the size of an acquirer’s purchased stake in a target com-
pany and its sustainability orientation is also researched [84]. Findings for a sample in
Romania indicate that, when acquiring a company (e.g., controlling interest), more attention
is paid to the social pillar of the target when purchasing a large stake. The satisfaction of
the target’s employees might be helpful for successful post-deal integration. Moreover,
focusing on sustainability pillars is expected to support the achievement of strategic ac-
quisition motivations, such as cost reductions or synergy creation, for realizing market
share increases.

Fairhurst and Greene [85] find limits of sustainability (investment) benefits in the
context of target selection in the case of avoiding takeover likelihood. They identify a
non-linear, U-shaped relationship between sustainability performance and the likelihood
of a takeover. Firms with the most extreme sustainability scores (lowest and highest)
face a relatively higher likelihood of a takeover. The authors argue that, from an external
governance mechanism perspective, the takeover market corrects firms for both under- and
over-investment in sustainability. Low-sustainability firms reveal environmental, commu-
nity, or labor issues as acquisition reasons. High-sustainability firms might overinvest in
environmental protection or employees [85].

Relative Sustainability Implications for Target Selection

In addition, the sustainability orientation of acquirers in the context of target selection
is researched in an Australian sample [86]. The authors find a positive association between
an acquirer’s sustainability performance and the likelihood of acquiring a target with
sustainability practices. The reason for this behavior is that firms with strong sustainability
scores should be more aware of the benefits of sustainability activities, which are expected
to minimize social and environmental risks. The findings are in line with the benefits of the
stakeholder view.

5.1.2. Implications of Sustainability for Bid Premium
Acquirer Sustainability Implications for Bid Premium

Examining the implications of acquirers’ sustainability performance and M&A bid
premia, Krishnamurti [86] used an Australia-based sample and found a negative association
with bid premia. They argue that firms with high sustainability scores have a higher
likelihood of paying lower bid premia because of CEOs ethical attitude, which corresponds
with smaller agency costs.

In line with this reasoning, studies referring to the conflict resolution view of stake-
holder theory confirm that acquirers who trade off pay lower bid premia to targets to
generate value for the acquiring shareholders [63].

Hussaini et al. [87], in contrast, find a positive link between acquirers’ sustainability
performance and M&A premia by analyzing a US-based sample. The authors justify
their results in the light of shareholder theory, pointing to an agency concern that harms
shareholders. Consequently, sustainability engagement reflects management’s seeking of
personal objectives as a form of agency problem [88]. Also, Li [68] shows Chinese acquirers
raising acquisition premia with a higher level of acquirer sustainability performance,
since acquirers might follow sustainability motives or relatively more value sustainability
in targets.

Recent studies on M&A bid premia and sustainability support neither of the
two perspectives provided by stakeholder and shareholder expense views [66]. No sig-
nificant impact of acquirers’ sustainability performance on M&A premia is found. As
the authors base their research on an international sample, different regulations, societal
preferences, and institutional factors may derive varying effects of sustainability from
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shareholders’ value, as indicated by Hussaini [87]. Consequently, results might vary from
country to country. For improved governance level, Jost et al. [66] find a negative associa-
tion with M&A premia, indicating that, combined with high sustainability engagement,
governance might mitigate potential agency concerns regarding investment decisions [89].

Target Sustainability Implications for Bid Premium

The literature with a focus on the influence of targets’ pre-deal sustainability and
bid-premia payment largely refers to the signaling theory [90]. Studies claim that sustain-
ability performance might provide positive signals that reduce information asymmetry
issues about targets’ specific risks, therefore inducing higher deal premium levels [64,65].
An example is decreasing the specific risk of negative environmental spillovers such as
pollution-related lawsuits. Additionally, a firm’s image and moral capital may be positively
impacted by strong environmental performance [91].

Given that international transactions are more complex and incorporate more uncer-
tain factors, research suggests that M&A bidders assign different importance to a target’s
sustainability performance depending on its location. Gomes and Marsat [64] find that so-
cial performance is only significant on premia for cross-border deals in contrast to national
ones. Larger cultural and regulatory differences between acquirers and target firms are
more present. Therefore, bidders have a higher willingness to pay a premium related to
social performance. This includes aspects that are largely contingent upon the target’s na-
tional context, such as working conditions, relationships with suppliers, business partners,
contractors, and communities.

In addition, Qiao and Wu [92] find that bidders are more likely to pay higher acqui-
sition premia in the case of acquiring a socially responsible target in cross-border deals.
However, they show that cross-border premia might be conditional on institutional factors
and likely to decrease with increasing cultural and institutional distance and the number of
fellow acquisitions. Negative moderation of cultural distance for cross-border deals might
be caused by difficulty in mutual understanding, communication and post-acquisition
integration and induce a more conservative management valuation. Increasing the number
of acquisitions negatively moderates premia as more accurate sustainability valuations are
possible. In line with the finding, Li et al. [68] also find for domestic transactions in China a
positive association between bid premia and target sustainability performance.

Furthermore, analysis shows that the implication of target sustainability performance
for bid premia is relatively more distinctive for labor-intensive industries and is confirmed
by a positive moderation effect in service industries [65]. Sustainability performance
is a signal of a firm’s quality in more intangible industries, which reduces information
asymmetries [93].

Relative Sustainability Implications for Bid Premium

Ahmad et al. [94] find that, especially for polluting industries, country-level environ-
mental sustainability (ES) performance differences are associated with higher bid premia
at a company level. Based on the pollution haven hypothesis (PHH) and its competing
view, either acquirers attempt to potentially relocate polluting activities to a low ES country
or, respectively, acquisitions in a high ES country can be viewed as the acquirer’s com-
mitment to various stakeholders, resulting in achieving instrumental support in gaining
technology-induced competitiveness that yields higher shareholder returns.

Further existing studies suggest that, in the context of value creation for target share-
holders, the target and acquirer pre-deal company sustainability performances are not
independent of each other [60,65]. Cho et al. [60] analyze the target firm’s 3-day cumulative
abnormal return (CAR) and show that a better target sustainability performance compared
to the acquirer (target spread) is positively associated with target takeover gains.

Li et al. [68] also find for a sample in China that targets with higher social performance
can attain a higher acquisition valuation, especially when conducted in more highly devel-
oped regions, as social responsibility is more noticed by acquirers. Similarly to the positive
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economic development moderation, valuation interaction is positive when acquirers are
also socially responsible. This is in line with the beneficial valuation effects of the target
spread, which are more evident for acquirers with effective governance. These results are
based on the rationale that markets expect acquirers with strong corporate governance to
pay a higher premium to the target in M&A transactions compared to acquirers with weak
corporate governance [60].

5.1.3. Implications of Sustainability for Deal Payment Methods
Acquirer Sustainability Implications for Payment Methods

Studies analyzing the relevance of sustainability for deal financing for US takeovers
and Australian M&A announcements find that high sustainability and sustainability cover-
age of acquirers are associated with cash payments [67,86]. This method reduces risks and
agency costs in deals [86]. Moreover, a positive association between acquirer sustainability
concerns and the probability of cash offers is found, which indicates reluctance to accept
the stock payment of low sustainability acquirers [67].

Li et al. [68], in contrast, discover that high-sustainability acquirers in China are
oriented toward opting for equity payments. The authors find that a higher level of
acquirer sustainability is associated with a higher likelihood of equity payments, thus
underscoring the role of equity payments as a method for dealing with target risks. Also,
in times of financial crisis, M&A firms pursuing sustainability activities demonstrate a
substantial propensity to use stock payment methods for financing transactions while
markets are less information efficient [95].

Target Sustainability Implications for Payment Methods

With respect to payment type and target sustainability, studies find a higher probability
of cash payments when the target company enjoys higher sustainability [68] and a higher
likelihood of cash payments when there is sustainability coverage on the target site [67].
The rationales of the results are that sustainability reduces information asymmetry and
provides incremental information regarding target value [67], or sustainability might
enhance the acquirer’s belief in the post-acquisition performance and reduce concerns
about the acquisition risk [68].

Relative Sustainability Implications for Payment Methods

Alexandridis et al. [62] find that for social cultural proximity in international deals,
larger social cultural dissimilarities introduce more uncertainty or information asymmetries
about the value of the combined firm. Therefore, cash deals are more likely since targets
are less inclined to use the acquirer’s stock instead of cash as a M&A currency under the
cultural clash hypothesis. Hussain and Shams [96] find that, in the presence of a positive
acquirer–target gap, stock–finance deals are used to enable governance changes in line with
the portability of the bidder’s governance standards.

5.1.4. Implications of Sustainability for Short-Term Announcement Performance

Research on the short-term (announcement) performance is widely based on event
study approaches around the announcement days of transactions [31] and is characterized
by a commonly applied method of measuring abnormal returns [52]. Also, few studies
with a focus on the relation between sustainability and the likelihood of deal completion or
completion duration time exist [97]; further details and analysis can be found in the review
of Ahammad [22].

Acquirer Sustainability Implications for Announcement Performance

Based on the value maximization view of stakeholder theory, Deng et al. [52] find for
US deals that, compared to transactions of low-sustainability acquirers, high-sustainability
acquirer deals induce relatively higher announcement stock returns for acquirers and
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for value-weighted portfolios. Moreover, such deals are associated with reduced market
completion risks [98].

Also, Zhang et al. [99] identify for a sample in developed countries that high-sustainability
acquirers generally experience positive announcement returns for non-hostile takeovers
due to an insurance-like effect. Sustainability engagement from a signaling perspective
positively encourages target stakeholders to cooperate, which markets positively reward.

In their study on Chinese cross-border deals, Shi et al. [100] define CAR as the net mar-
ket reactions, which represent the difference between positive (e.g., reputation, goodwill,
legitimacy, and good relationships) and negative (self-serving opportunism of managers
by enhancing their own reputations) market reactions. The authors find for sustainability
performance improvement a non-linear U-shape relation. Therefore, firms characterized by
extremely high or extremely low sustainability levels are found to receive better market
reactions to cross-border M&A announcements in comparison to those with moderate
sustainability levels, which indicates the complementarity of stakeholder and shareholder
theory. First, sustainability creates a competitive disadvantage by allocating scarce resources
to unprofitable activities. With an increase in sustainability activities, firms communicate
more information to the public, which reduces adverse selection costs for investors [100].

Yen and André [89] argue that the relationship between sustainability and M&A
premia is more nuanced than first thought and cannot be comprehensively understood
based on stakeholder or shareholder theory alone. The effects of sustainability performance
on market reactions to M&As are primarily determined by investors’ cost–benefit concerns.

The studies of Caiazza and Huang [47,48] also find that acquirer sustainability levels
are irrelevant in short-term stock-market reactions. Due to the complexity of M&A integra-
tion processes reflected in changing stakeholder relationships and operational processes,
beneficial outcomes are not expected to be fully effective in the short term.

Li et al. [101] highlight the implications of passive sustainability performance, which is
caused by external pressure, instead of active behaviors motivated by internal motivations
for long-term company benefit. In the case of China, the authors show that pre-deal passive
acquirer sustainability does not support improving the market investors’ evaluation of
M&A in China.

Zhang et al. [102] find for a sample in China that market investors are more short-term
profit-oriented and are more likely to value acquirers with lower sustainability performance
in the year prior to the deal, thus neglecting long-term sustainability implications.

Tampakoudis et al. [103] also argue for the negative announcement value effects of
sustainability in economic downturns. Based on the overinvestment hypothesis, they find
for a US sample between 2018 and 2020 overall negative value effects, which were even
more negative during the COVID-19 crisis.

For hostile takeovers, Zhang et al. [99] show that insurance-like effects of acquirers’
sustainability engagement vanish and even negatively affect the announcement returns
of the acquirer in a hostile takeover setting. They argue that opportunistic deal practices
send a negative signal that can seriously undermine the goodwill and altruism of acquirers’
pre-deal sustainability performance.

Target Sustainability Implications for Announcement Performance

As for targets’ sustainability performance association with announcement returns, stud-
ies suggest a positive direction. The findings of Aktas [30] are based on the value-enhancing
role of SRI with learning opportunities for acquirers, which markets are rewarding.

Tong et al. [104] also link targets’ sustainability performance to acquirers’ announce-
ment returns based on the stakeholder preservation perspective, which values maintaining
good relationships with target stakeholders via honoring implicit contracts. The authors
find a positive association between target sustainability level and acquirer abnormal returns
based on market reactions to acquisition announcements in the US. There is a positive
moderation of value congruence. Common values and norms between firms therefore
strengthen the relationship, while business similarity weakens it.
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Relative Sustainability Implications for Announcement Performance

Hussain and Shams [96] compare acquirers’ to targets’ sustainability (the bidder–target
sustainability gap) and identify international takeovers as a channel for the portability of
good sustainability standards in M&A. The stock-market reaction is positive, as CARs are
positively associated with an increase in the bidder–target sustainability gap.

Similarly, further studies on international and US samples consider whether the target
has a relatively superior sustainability performance (target spread) [105,106]. The results
on acquirers’ CAR around announcement days suggest that acquiring companies have a
benefit if they acquire a target company with a higher sustainability score. Acquiring share-
holders therefore anticipate the value-adding knowledge acquisition channel of targets’
higher sustainability performance in line with stakeholder theory.

Wang et al. [107] highlight the dark side of sustainability-overinvesting targets. Based
on agency theory, they argue that excess sustainability spending has negative implications
for acquirers since unnecessary sustainability assets will be acquired with ongoing value
destruction from overinvestment. Their results indicate that acquirers in the US experience
significantly lower reactions to the announcements of M&A by financial markets for targets
exceeding the optimal level of sustainability spending.

Studies analyzing cultural comparability in the US and international deal settings [61,62]
find mergers between two parties with a similar social culture generate synergistic value
effects based on the announcement reactions of deals. The authors argue that the mech-
anism of cultural similarity might reduce potential synergy costs and efforts toward
cultural compatibility.

Environmental and carbon risks are analyzed by further studies [76,94]. Findings
indicate that greater country-level differences between the acquirer and target countries
induce higher cumulative abnormal returns [94]. Respectively, cross-border acquisition
announcement returns are higher for high-carbon emission acquirers that acquire targets in
countries with weak regulations and governance. Accordingly, carbon risk offshoring is
helping to create value [76].

5.2. Post-Deal Stage
5.2.1. Implications of Sustainability for Long-Term Financial Performance

The focus of the long-term financial performance of deals is on metrics covering the
first year of completion or longer post-deal horizons of transactions [31]. For the evaluation,
studies may apply market-based performance measures [52,61,108] or accounting-based
performance metrics [47,48,62].

Acquirer Sustainability Implications for Financial Performance

Several studies provide support for the view of stakeholder theory based on US sample
data [52,63,108]. Significant positive abnormal returns of portfolios of high-sustainability
acquirers for up to three years [52] and a positive association between acquirers’ stakeholder
orientation and acquisition performance of CAR over the 36 months [108] underline post-
deal value maximization. Also, the positive value effects of the conflict resolution view are
confirmed by stock returns over 36 months for trade-off acquirers [63].

In the context of hospitality sector firms [47] and American acquirers in ten sectors [48],
studies also support that sustainability capital involvement is expected to induce improve-
ment in the long-term perspective based on accounting ratio metrics. High-sustainability
companies tend to realize positive long-term post-deal performance from one to three years
after the deal, with post-deal performance positively associated with the acquirer’s pre-deal
sustainability scores.

Studies outside the US indicate that sustainability could be rewarded in emerging
economies. Analyzing variations in earnings per share between the periods from one
year before to one year after the M&A deals, Qiao et al. [58] find that sustainability has a
positive effect on the M&A performance in China. Zheng et al. [109] also find that acquirers’
sustainability rating is positively correlated to post-M&A performance using buy-and-hold
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abnormal returns (BHAR) and post-M&A accounting-based performance for a Chinese
domestic M&A sample. Interestingly, business-relatedness seems to positively moderate
the positive relationship between the US and China. Positive performance impacts are even
stronger for deals when firms share similarities (e.g., products) [58,108].

Further studies measuring return on asset (ROA) find acquirers’ sustainability to
impact ROA changes in the year after M&A deals [101] and have a positive impact on
the business performance of Korean cross-border M&A by reducing diversification dis-
counts [110]. No direct support for an improvement in the companies’ ROA for a long time
frame is provided for passive sustainability. The authors attribute this to passive sustain-
ability induced by regulatory changes from outside and not by the firm internally [101].

Yen and André [89] also do not find any improvement in operating performance after
the transaction due to sustainability. For cross-border deals conducted by emerging market
acquirers, their pre-merger sustainability performance is negatively related to long-term
operating improvements based on cash flow performance measures.

Target Sustainability Implications for Financial Performance

High carbon emissions from a target company’s country are found to promote cross-border
M&A performance. Acquirers gain by achieving cheap environmental costs abroad [111]. For a
post-deal period of up to two years, the change in return on equity as well as the purchase
and holding abnormal rate of returns of acquirers (BHAR) are positively associated, in line
with the pollution haven hypothesis. However, target country wealth increases, and more
stringent environmental regulation limits performance [111].

Based on the agency view perspective, Wang et al. [107] find that the benefit of target
sustainability might have limits on long-term performance. Acquiring sustainability-
overinvesting targets results in significant deteriorating financial performance measured in
the level and change in ROA one year after the deal. This is especially true for firms with
weak governance or retiring CEOs.

Relative Sustainability Implications for Financial Performance

Acquiring a target with superior sustainability performance (target spread) induces
a positive value impact measured in post-deal changes in Tobin’s Q based on samples
in Europe and the US [9,106]. By learning from a target with stronger sustainability
performance, changes in acquirers’ Tobin’s Q are relatively stronger, which underlines
positive market value implications.

Analyzing the performance of acquisitions with the estimation of 24-month buy-and-
hold abnormal returns, Choi and Kim [112] provide further support for value-enhancing
effects. Supporting the target’s superior sustainability (both the target’s superior people-
and product-related sustainability) will motivate target stakeholders to collaborate with
the acquirer firm, indicating that the stock market values acquirers’ efforts to strengthen
their sustainability following the acquisition of firms with superior sustainability.

Further studies suggest that corporate social culture fit is relevant to explain long-term
post-deal performance since it acts as a mechanism that minimizes potential synergy efforts
and costs with respect to cultural compatibility [61,62]. A positive performance association
of cultural similarity is found by significant positive one-year BHARs of US acquirers [61]
and change in return on asset of the combined firm in the subsequent periods up to three
years after the deals for international deals [62]. In line with this, ROA decline is amplified
for low-sustainability acquirers if the target’s sustainability level increases. The decline
is expected as a consequence of relatively higher integration costs for low-sustainability
acquirers [113]. Moreover, management capabilities and management traits are identified
in US samples as playing an important moderating role in the acquisition performance of
firms. By engaging in building a sustainability culture, high-skilled managers facilitate
M&A success [61]. Non-overconfident CEO levels are found to be positively related to
value creation using sustainability engagement [75].
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5.2.2. Impact of M&A on Sustainability Performance
Implications of M&A for Acquirer Sustainability

Analyzing the overall sustainability performance, studies find positive effects of
transactions on acquirers’ sustainability up to three years after the deal [8,47]. On average,
regression coefficients have a tendency towards an increase in impact on sustainability
performance, which indicates a more efficient integration over longer periods of time. In
the year of the deal, the authors find no significant associations in line with the view that
sustainability strategies are not apparent from a short-term perspective [8,9].

For emerging countries, findings indicate the sustainability-promoting role of interna-
tionalization. From a learning theory perspective, cross-border M&As embody learning
opportunities to explore new sustainability knowledge and practices [114]. Having ac-
cess to resources and capabilities that would otherwise be unavailable to them, Chinese
acquirers experience a sustainability improvement after cross-border transactions.

Based on signaling theory, Chen et al. [115] argue that Chinese firms signal their
sustainability commitment through cross-border M&As. Accordingly, the authors discover
significantly increased sustainability performance and increased sustainability spending
following cross-border M&As. Legal origins and social norms of host countries with
greater stakeholder orientation are relevant and influence the sustainability performance
increase [115].

Moreover, Li and Wang [116] show for Chinese listed firms with cross-border M&A ac-
tivities an improvement in subsequent sustainability performance motivated by reputation
building and obtaining legitimacy in the international market. Also, sustainable environ-
mental governance is positively impacted by green M&A in Chinese firms, since firms in
heavy-polluting industries avoid legitimacy pressure by conducting green deals [117].

Implications of M&A for Acquirer Sustainability Relative to Target Sustainability

Aktas et al. [30] find in their international sample of deals between 1997 and 2007 that
a rating spread between the target and the acquirer has a positive impact on sustainability
performance. Acquirers increase sustainability performance following the acquisition of
sustainability-aware targets by gaining knowledge from the target’s experiences as well
as practices.

Similarly, Tampakoudis and Anagnostopoulou [9] show that EU acquirers increase
sustainability performance following the acquisition of a target that has higher sustainability
performance. In line with the value-enhancing sustainability view of stakeholder theory,
acquirers integrate the target’s sustainability practices into their own sustainability in the
post-merger stage.

Chen et al. [106] provide further evidence for US acquirers that gain from M&A deals
with target spreads based on the perspective of learning from their targets. Choi and Kim [112]
discover that acquirers generally adopt targets’ superior product-related sustainability. This
lends support to the research on growing green M&A transactions (acquiring a company
with green technology). Moreover, it confirms the results of Gomes [64], who found that
acquirers positively consider a target’s product-related sustainability in US markets.

6. Discussion
6.1. Summary and Synthesis

Achieving sustainable development and preventing climate change impacts gains
momentum via corporate regulations as well as corporate stakeholders [7]. Therefore,
companies need to transform their business models and incorporate sustainability concepts
into their investment decisions [12,13]. M&A activities are one of the most important
investment decisions [66,115,118] for corporations. As the role of sustainability becomes of
more strategic importance, research has grown over recent years [8,18]. Such development
is also recognized in our sample with the current growth in archival research. Focusing
on the geographical scope, a large part of the sample is international or US transactions.
Also, there is a relatively large proportion of deals related to China. This might result
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from the launch of the ‘Go Global’ strategy of the Chinese government in 2000, which
encourages Chinese firms to acquire strategic assets and expand business abroad [115,116].
Moreover, the pressure for a transition to environmentally friendly technologies is high in
the Asia-Pacific region (especially China), as evidenced by it being the second-most active
green deal region recently [13].

Overall, the data sources and definitions of sustainability performance vary among
the analyzed studies, and the majority of studies use globally known sustainability ratings
(e.g., Refinitiv (Asset4) or MSCI). Even though the examined studies are heterogeneous in
terms of sustainability metrics, theoretical perspectives, and performance measures, useful
insights and indications can be drawn towards deal origination and deal performance with
respect to sustainability.

Regarding M&A target selection, acquirers’ higher sustainability is found to reduce
the M&A activity of liquidity-constrained firms, but it triggers bidders to be more likely to
acquire targets with sustainability activity coverage [86].

With more strategic acquisitions (e.g., controlling interest), bidders pay attention to the
target’s social dimension [84]. This orientation could be because a strong social dimension
might be helpful for the post-deal collaboration process and integration effectiveness [47].

In contrast, the environmental pillar is mostly concerned with the target selection stage
when acquiring firms that pursue emission risk mitigation acquisitions cross-border [76,77].
This is expected to result from heterogeneous strictness and aspirations in environmental
policies across countries [11]. Firms facing domestically high carbon risks could potentially
outsource their carbon risks to foreign targets in developing countries with lax environ-
mental standards [76]. Indicating a corporation’s carbon risk plays a critically important
role for developed country acquirers in M&A target decisions and supports the theoretical
basis of the pollution haven hypothesis [94].

For target companies, the findings indicate that better pre-deal sustainability leads to
higher probabilities of becoming a M&A target, either as a source of differentiation or due
to reduced information asymmetry [26,79].

In contrast, mixed findings on the relevance of the acquirer’s sustainability for offering
bid premia exist, which might indicate that non-unitary sustainability effects exist for this
aspect [66]. Therefore, the results might differ across countries. Looking at the outcomes
of acquisition bid premia from a sustainability perspective, the review indicates that the
target firm’s sustainability performance is a determining factor. Overall, an indication is
that higher target sustainability in the pre-deal stage leads to higher premia [64,65,92].

Also, findings on acquirers’ pre-deal sustainability performance on announcement
returns are heterogeneous, while the association between the sustainability performance of
targets and acquirers’ announcement returns indicates positive directions when targets are
not sustainability overinvested [30,104,107].

For payment methods, studies reveal that deals performed by acquirers with sustain-
ability coverage and by acquirers with higher sustainability are positively associated with
the probability of cash offers [67,86]. Targets’ sustainability coverage also improves the
probability of cash offers as a source of incremental information.

However, the results for payment methods are not robust, and the association depends
on the regional sample in focus. For US and Australian samples, cash payments are
associated with acquirer sustainability [67,86].

In contrast, findings for Chinese acquirers’ postulate that high-sustainability acquirers
in China are inclined to choose equity payments [68].

Eventually, the impact of sustainability on post-deal performance will be, to some
extent, uniform. Acquirers’ sustainability performance is mostly expected to be beneficial
for their long-term financial performance [47,48,52]. These results are confirmed by using
market-based or accounting-based financial performance proxies. Across different samples
with different sustainability metrics that analyze different financial performance measures,
a positive association is found in 10 different studies. This represents the most frequently
researched and robust results in our research sample. Details are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Major results on relevance and implications of sustainability in M&A.

M&A Stage Sustainability
Focus

Sustainability
Rating Performance Measure Result Conclusion Sample Years Authors

Pre-deal

Target
Selection

Acquirer
sustainability—
M&A
activity

KLD

Six measures of empire building
tendency: (1) number of
acquisitions; (2) dummy variable
for acquisitions; (3) acquisition
ratio; (4) asset growth; (5) capital
expenditure growth; (6) property,
plant, and equipment growth

Lower propensity to
engage

Negative trend

US 1996–2015
Gul, FA; Krishnamurti,
C; Shams, S;
Chowdhury, H [75]

KLD
Two measures of M&A investment:
(1) number of M&A and
(2) M&A ratio

Negative relationship US 1999–2016
Krishnamurti, C;
Shams, S;
Chowdhury, H [63]

Bid
Premium

Target
sustainability

ASSET4

Premium: the acquisition price per
share offered to target shareholders
less the target’s stock price 42 days
prior to the acquisition
announcement, deflated by the
target’s stock price 42 days prior to
the acquisition

Positive link

Positive
trend

International 2003–2014 Gomes, M;
Marsat, S [64]

KLD

The percentage difference between
the foreign acquiring firm’s offer
price and the target firm’s
pre-acquisition market value four
weeks prior

Higher premium International 1991–2016 Qiao, L; Wu, JF [92]

KLD Deal premium: operationalization
of Gomes and Marsat (2018) [64]

Positive link to
premium US, Service Industry 1996–2018 Ozdemir, O; Binesh, F;

Erkmen, E [65]

Payment
Method

Target
sustainability

KLD

Binary variable: value of 1 if the
payment method is in cash only
form and 0 if the payment method
is in the form of stock
or combination

Positive association
Positive
trend

US 1992–2014 Hussaini, M; Rigoni, U;
Perego, P [67]

CSMAR Binary variable: equals 1 for cash
payment and 0 for share payment

Preference cash
payment China 2007–2018 Li, K; He, CH; Dbouk,

W; Zhao, K [68]

Announcement
return

Relative
sustainability—
target spread

ASSET4

Acquirer’s cumulative abnormal
return (CAR) and its
standardization (SCAR) for period
windows (−5; +5), (−2; +2), and
(−1; +1)

Higher value

Positive
trend

20 countries n.a. Teti, E; Dell’Acqua, A;
Bonsi, P [105]

KLD

5-day cumulative abnormal return
for the target (TCAR) and
acquirer cumulative abnormal
return (ACAR) over event window

Higher gains US 1995–2014 Chen, C; Lu, WJ;
Liu, M [106]
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Table 2. Cont.

M&A Stage Sustainability
Focus

Sustainability
Rating Performance Measure Result Conclusion Sample Years Authors

Post-deal

Long-term
financial
performance

Acquirer
sustainability

KLD

High CSR acquirers’ hedge
portfolio abnormal returns for
holding periods of one, two and
three years

Higher returns

Positive trend/non-
negative trend

US 1992–2007 Deng, X; Kang, JK;
Low, BS [52]

ASSET4
Cumulative Abnormal Returns
(CAR) over the 36 months
following the acquisition

Positive association US 2002–2010 Bettinazzi, ELM;
Zollo, M [108]

Rankins CSR
Ratings

Difference in earnings per share
(DiffEPS) between the period from
one year before to one year after
the M&A deals

Positive effect China 2012–2014 Qiao, MZ; Xu, SW;
Wu, GD [58]

Sino-
Securities Index

Buy-and-hold abnormal return
(BHAR) and
post-M&A accounting
performance: RoA, RoE (one year
post-M&A)

Positive correlation China 2011–2019 Zheng, ZG; Li, JR; Ren,
XZ; Guo, JM [109]

Refinitiv

Accounting-based performance
measure: RoA
Market-based performance
measure: Tobin’s Q

Improved performance America 2003–2020
Huang, CJ; Ke, WC;
Chiang, RPY;
Jhong, YC [48]

ASSET4 Accounting ratio up to three years
after the announcement of the deal Significantly correlated Target of hospitality

sector 2000–2019 Caiazza, S; Galloppo, G;
Paimanova, V [47]

KCGS
ratings

Two-year average of the acquiring
firm’s year-end net income divided
by its total assets after the
completion of M&A (ROA)

Positive effect Korean Stock Price
Index 2012–2018 Kim, BJ; Jung, JY;

Cho, SW [110]

KLD

Long-run stock returns, both
equally weighted and
value-weighted returns, for
monthly buy-and-hold returns
earned by the acquirer for the
36-month period following the
acquisition month

Create value US 1999–2016
Krishnamurti, C;
Shams, S;
Chowdhury, H [63]

Hexun
Finance

Return on asset difference (ROA): 1,
2, 3, 4, and 5 years after M&A

Not
Improved China 2010–2017 Li, MH; Lan, FQ;

Zhang, F [101]

ASSET4 Pre-tax operating cash flow Not
Improved 23 emerging markets 2008–2014 Yen, T; André, P [89]
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Table 2. Cont.

M&A Stage Sustainability
Focus

Sustainability
Rating Performance Measure Result Conclusion Sample Years Authors

Long-term
financial
performance

Relative
sustainability—
target spread

ASSET4

Tobin’s Q as a proxy to measure the
acquirer’s market value;
change in Tobin’s Q as the ratio of
the difference between the
acquirer’s Tobin’s Q in the years
after and before the
merger announcement

Positive relationship

Positive
trend

EU 2003–2017 Tampakoudis, I;
Anagnostopoulou, E [9]

KLD

Acquirer buy-and-hold abnormal
returns (BHAR) around the deal
announcement date: estimated
24 months following the deal
announcement date

Higher stock returns US 1995–2013 Choi, G; Kim, TN [112]

KLD
Changes in Tobin’s Q ratio for the
two groups in the 3 years before
and after the M&A announcement

Higher acquirer gains US 1995–2014 Chen, C; Lu, WJ;
Liu, M [106]

Long-term
financial
performance

Relative
sustainability—
culture
proximity

KLD

Acquirer’s long-term performance
is measured by one-year
buy-and-hold abnormal returns
(BHAR)

Significant positive
returns

Positive
trend

US 1992–2017 Doukas, JA;
Zhang, RY [61]

ASSET4 Impact of the target’s ESG score on
the acquirer’s ROA change Relieved decline International deals 2000–2020 Feng, X [113]

EIRIS
Change in return on asset (∆ ROA)
one, two, and three years post-deal
operating performance regressions

Higher long-run
returns 22 developed markets 2004–2012

Alexandridis, G;
Hoepner, AGF; Huang,
ZY; Oikonomou, I [62]

Sustainability
performance

Acquirer
sustainability—
cross-border
activity

Rankins CSR Ratings
(RKS)

Overall measure of CSR
performance provided by the RKS
rating agency, as in prior
empirical studies

Subsequent
Improvement

Positive
trend

China 2009–2017 Li, Z; Wang, P [116]

Rankins CSR Ratings
(RKS)

Overall measure of CSR
performance provided by the RKS
rating agency

Significant
increase China 2008–2015 Chen, XM; Liang, X;

Wu, H [115]

Chinese Corporate
Social
Responsibilities data

Three levels of CSR scores based on
existing research and the
CCSR database

Positive and
significant impact China 2007–2018

Yang, N; Zhang, Y; Yu,
L; Wang, J;
Liu, XM [114]

Sustainability
performance

Relative
sustainability—target
spread

IVA
Change in acquirer rating
subsequent to the announcement
of the M&A deal

Positively associated

Positive
trend

International 1997–2007 Aktas, N; de Bodt, E;
Cousin, J [30]

ASSET4
Relative ESG performance of
targets and the ratio of the change
in acquirers’ ESG performance

Increase following
acquisition EU 2003–2017 Tampakoudis, I;

Anagnostopoulou, E [9]

KLD
Change in acquirer’s adjusted CSR
scores in the year after M&As
compared to those before

Higher acquirer gains US 1995–2014 Chen, C; Lu, WJ;
Liu, M [106]
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Exceptions are found for acquirers’ sustainability based on the view of investors’ in-
dividual concerns for a study in China and an emerging market study. Only non-positive
results are found. Additionally, one study indicates that deals including targets that are
overinvested in sustainability negatively influence post-deal financial performance [101,107].

Examining the link between M&A activity and post-deal sustainability performance,
the findings indicate mostly positive relationships. Therefore, acquirers are expected to
experience increased sustainability performance in transactions through learning channels.
Two potential mechanisms have been identified for knowledge transfer: on the one hand,
the portability of strong sustainability from acquirers to targets [96] and, on the other hand,
the learning potential from stronger sustainability targets [9,106,119]. Also, an improvement
in post-deal sustainability performance is found for the cross-border transactions of Chinese
acquirers. Three studies, covering two different sustainability databases, find a positive
trend, providing evidence [114–116].

Comparing the research focus and number of findings, academics seem to be more
interested in the topics of deal performance and financial performance. This is in line with
other reviews, and consequently, more research on deal origination with a focus on target
selection, bid premia, and payment method is recommended [22].

Overall, research on the role of a company’s single sustainability pillars—the envi-
ronment; social; and governance—provides an indication of disentangled findings on
financial and sustainability performance. For announcement returns, the governance pillar
of targets might be relevant [105]. Other studies on cross-border M&As show that the
social contribution of businesses could significantly boost announcement returns [120].
In the context of long-term performance, post-merger revenue is found to be boosted by
environmental performance [48]. For financial performance, studies indicate that the social
pillar is relatively more influential from a long-term perspective [48,109].

Post-deal sustainability performance might also be primarily driven by companies’
pre-deal social pillar in comparison to other pillars [47]. Therefore, studies argue that
involving employees and community orientation in business development is relevant for
enterprises [89]. Also, a first indication is revealed: acquirers place a high value on the
target’s product-related sustainability [112].

From an industry perspective, energy or carbon-intensive sectors will probably pay
relatively more attention to environmental country or company characteristics [76,94],
while intangible industries (e.g., service industries) might be more rewarded in transactions
for social dimensions. Therefore, further disentangling of companies’ sustainability pillar
effects will be helpful to create transparency.

From a theory point of view, support for signaling theory in the context of bid premia and
target sustainability is supported [64,65]. Target sustainability performance is perceived positively
and relatively (target spread), which helps to promote better target valuation [60,68]. Looking at
theory in the post-deal stage, stakeholder theory is highly supported by findings for long-
term financial performance. Acquirer sustainability performance and orientation towards
stakeholders seem to be value-creating elements for post-deal financial performance in
M&A [48,52,108]. Evidence is also provided by target spreads and the positive implications
for post-financial performance [9,106]. With respect to post-deal sustainability performance,
the findings support learning theory [9,30]. The indication is that post-deal improvements
can be realized by acquirers via learning and integrating sustainability practices from
targets. The main results of the review are presented in Table 2.

6.2. Limitations and Future Research

The literature review has methodological limitations, which have to be mentioned.
Even using the Web of Science database, which is one of the largest databases, and applying
several search term combinations, it is possible that relevant studies have not been captured.
Furthermore, one cannot rule out that studies using certain terms have not been covered by
our search terms.
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In addition, the limitation of the sample to peer-reviewed English-language journals
means that relevant literature in non-English journals has not been considered. Also, we
do not include unpublished studies. Therefore, a publication bias might be present, caused
by the selective publishing of studies with significant or favorable results compared to
nonsignificant or unfavorable findings [121].

Moreover, the categorization of the articles has been carefully performed by the
authors. But one cannot rule out the false classification of articles occurring.

Looking at the current research, useful insights into the relationship between sus-
tainability and M&A have been provided. Overall, further research and reflection are
required in this context [20]. Based on the review sample, the following gaps were identi-
fied and can be closed by future research. Generally, mixed findings on the relevance of
the acquirer’s sustainability in offering bid premia exist. Studies find positive, negative,
and non-relevance of acquirer sustainability depending on the samples analyzed. Further
research could help to clarify whether non-unitary sustainability effects exist for this aspect
or whether different regulations, societal preferences, and institutional factors may derive
varying effects.

With respect to country or regional research gaps, further analysis of cross-border sam-
ples in international settings is a potential starting point. While, for US samples, acquirer
sustainability is found to be associated with less M&A activity [63,75], the association has
not yet been confirmed for cross-border samples.

Also, further analysis of US samples represents another starting point. Improvement
in post-deal sustainability performance is found for the cross-border transactions of Chinese
acquirers [114–116]. Since companies globally need to address sustainability improvements,
it would be relevant to confirm whether this pattern is also valid for other regional acquirers
and whether M&A works as a tool for promoting sustainability performance globally.

Furthermore, researchers with a regional focus on the Asia-Pacific, especially China,
can contribute by confirming or rejecting the previous findings of other regions. Looking at
the pre-deal stage, a positive association between target sustainability and relative target
sustainability (target spread) on bid premia is revealed by US samples but has not yet been
analyzed for Chinese samples [60]. To confirm that the sustainability of Chinese target
companies is also positively associated with bid premia will help further the robustness
of this indication. For both financial and sustainability performance, implications can
be addressed. For financial performance, there should be a focus on a follow-up on the
non-positive association between acquirer sustainability and short-term announcement
performance [102], which currently contradicts the widely found positive results for other
regions. Confirmation of the positive influence of superior target sustainability (target
spread) on the post-deal sustainability performance of Chinese acquirers has yet to be
confirmed. The implication is only found in EU samples and US samples [9,106].

Also, robustness checks for findings indicated by one single sustainability rating only
must be performed to mitigate the variability driven by different ratings, for instance, the
Refinitiv (Asset4) application for reviewing M&A activity and the association between bid
premium and target spread. Additionally, the MSCI (KLD) application should be used for
confirming announcement return studies indicating negative hostile takeover or economic
downturn implications.

In addition, the identified gaps, several open questions provide potential avenues for
future research. One of those fields is the influence of companies’ single sustainability pil-
lars. As the number of studies that analyze the influence of companies’ single sustainability
pillars is still limited, further disentangling of effects and the relevance of companies’ single
pillars provide promising options for research [8,47,48]. Studies could analyze which single
pillar is relevant in which stage of M&A deals. It might be that different sustainability
pillars have different relevance and implications for different M&A stages (e.g., pre- and
post-deal), as indicated for the social dimension in the post-deal stage [47].

Moreover, some studies have no significant findings on international samples [66]
or contradictory results compared to research conducted on different regional samples
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with the same research focus [86,87]. Therefore, research on the linkage between M&A
and sustainability could more deeply focus on different societal preferences, regulations,
and institutional factors that may induce varying effects of sustainability from country to
country and shift from whether it pays to be sustainable to when it pays to be sustainable
in M&A.

The non-unitary relevance of sustainability and its implications across industries might
cause differing study results as well. Targeting sector-specific samples might be promising
to reveal more industry-specific results. Such research could provide transparency in terms
of the generalizability of sustainability implications.

The identified effect of sustainability overinvestment in M&A [107] could be more
thoroughly investigated to identify optimal levels of sustainability performance and in-
vestment. The optimum level of sustainability performance and the respective optimal
investment level might vary across industries and across single sustainability pillars too.
Eventually, further focusing on the relative sustainability performance characteristics of
acquirers and targets in deals is recommended, as research shows that sustainability impli-
cations in M&A depend (also) on relative metrics (e.g., company or country level) relative
to each other [9,76,96,106].

Moreover, several ongoing developments provide potential avenues for future re-
search. From a regulatory point of view, the introduction of new sustainability reporting
standards (e.g., European sustainability reporting standards) with a greater amount of
sustainability disclosure might help to overcome the current issue of non-available sus-
tainability information. A higher amount of sustainability reporting might also help to
improve the analysis of companies’ single pillars [9,105]. In contrast, disagreements across
sustainability ratings [41,122] might not necessarily be solved since higher sustainability
disclosure is found to induce higher disagreements across ratings [123].

Therefore, the dynamic regulatory environment also represents an attractive research
opportunity for harmonized sustainability performance. Findings about the positive
influences of M&A activity on sustainability performance have been provided in relation to
different sustainability ratings [8,47,114]. As there is no single definition of sustainability,
harmonized concepts like the EU Taxonomy, which reduces measurement divergences,
could be analyzed [122]. Further research could analyze to what extent M&A activity may
play a role for companies in achieving high EU Taxonomy performance [8,10]. Future
research might also evaluate whether the EU Taxonomy regulation and its three key
performance indicators represent a motive for M&A, since M&A transactions can take
place after changes in regulation as a form of efficiency-improving mechanism [118,124].
Also, research into the sustainability implications for other M&A deal stages, like deal
completion or deal duration, is another option.

6.3. Contribution and Implications

This study contributes to the literature on the link between sustainability and M&A
by reviewing and synthesizing sustainability implications in the pre- and post-deal stages.
The following contributions and implications are provided from theoretical, managerial,
and regulatory perspectives.

6.3.1. Research and Theoretical Implications

First, by systematizing the current state of research in the pre-deal as well as post-
deal stages and linking the roles of acquirer and target sustainability, the literature review
supports a transparent overview and understanding from both parties involved in trans-
actions. From a research point of view, evolving interest and an increasing number of
publications in recent years underline the growing interest in the field of sustainability and
M&A, confirming that deal performance implications are relatively more researched by
scholars in comparison to deal origination stages. There is an application of heterogeneous
sustainability metrics in research, requiring transparent disclosures to enable comparability.
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Secondly, our review focuses on the theoretical rationale in the examined studies and
provides further insights into the theoretical basis for explaining sustainability implications.
The reviewed literature provides support for the theoretical benefits of stakeholder theory.
Numerous studies and results indicate that companies’ orientation towards stakeholders
has positive implications in M&A stages. Acquirers and targets can benefit in the deal
stages if they invest adequately in sustainability performance. Also, learning theory and
learning acquisition channels from sustainable targets have been identified as an underlying
rationale for the post-deal sustainability improvement of acquirers, therefore supporting
learning opportunities through M&A. Moreover, signaling theory seems to underlie a
positive valuation for target sustainability in financial diligence. In contrast, shareholder
views and the cost of sustainability are only marginal rationales in the context of acquirer
sustainability, economic downturns, and overinvestment cases.

6.3.2. Practical Implications

Eventually, our study will also have managerial implications. Despite the relatively
little focus on sustainability in the vast M&A research [48], this literature review indicates
that sustainability plays a pertinent role in M&A deal stages. Consequently, companies
involved in M&A are recommended to focus on sustainability dimensions in the pre- and
post-deal stages. Based on the reviewed literature, recommendations for practitioners are as
follows: With respect to pre-deal stages, potential target companies and acquirer companies
have benefits if they account for sustainability aspects. For potential targets that aspire to
achieve a higher valuation (bid premium), it pays off to invest in sustainability since a better
pre-deal sustainability performance is expected to increase valuation. If acquirers aim to
achieve a positive influence on the announcement effect on stock performance, a closer
look at the sustainability performance of the target is helpful. Investing in targets with
a relatively better sustainability (target spread) has positive implications for cumulative
returns, as studies indicate. But acquisitions of targets that are overinvested in sustainabil-
ity might come with negative market reactions. In terms of post-deal performance, the
indication is that higher acquirer pre-deal sustainability will boost post-deal long-term
financial performance. Therefore, improving acquirer sustainability before deals should
be considered. If a company has the aspiration to improve sustainability performance via
M&A, acquiring a target with stronger sustainability (target spread) may be a strategy to
look into. Cross-border deals pay off for Chinese acquirers in terms of post-deal sustain-
ability performance improvement, as studies indicate. In contrast, the identified aspects
might cause sustainability not to pay off. Consequently, practitioners should keep in mind
the following aspects: First, during times of economic downturn, the costs of sustainability
activities tend to outweigh the possible gains and reflect negatively on the performance of
sustainability. Second, market announcement reactions are negative for hostile takeovers
for high-sustainability acquirers, as investors depreciate the market return of a high CSR
acquirer for their opportunistic action of a hostile takeover. Even though target sustainabil-
ity is mostly beneficial for performance, acquiring sustainability overinvested targets does
not pay off in improving announcement and post-deal financial performance.

In the industry-specific context of labor-intensive firms, target sustainability is even
more crucial for valuation. The positive effect of target sustainability on bid premia is
even stronger for intangible industries [65]. Carbon risks facing manufacturing companies
can be considered in cross-border deals with targets having weaker environmental reg-
ulation (pollution havens) for announcement and post-deal financial performance value
creation [76,94,111]. However, from a sustainability aspiration standpoint or an image risk
standpoint, this should be critically considered.

Looking at different deal types, moderating elements must be considered. Bid pre-
mia in cross-border deals are usually weakened by higher cultural and institutional dis-
tance [92]. The influence on post-deal sustainability performance increases with host
country stakeholder-oriented legal origins and social norms [115]. Domestic deals reveal
that business-relatedness positively facilitates acquirer sustainability and has an impact on
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post-deal financial performance [58,108]. Also, management capabilities and the CEO trait
of non-overconfidence promote financial value creation [61,75].

Also, with respect to the evolving regulatory setting of sustainability, greater attention
must be paid to sustainability issues [21]. Overall, embedding sustainability more holisti-
cally in the M&A process with sustainability due diligence processes and M&A agreements
is recommended [48]. Also, strategic consideration in advance of M&A transactions to
prepare and secure the best deal outcomes is recommended (e.g., managing pre-deal sus-
tainability performance on the sell side), as is considering M&A as an instrument to shape
the sustainability performance dimension.

6.3.3. Regulatory Implications

Finally, with our review, financial market participants and regulators can understand
how acquirer and target sustainability performance influence deal origination stages and post-
deal M&A performance from a financial as well as a sustainability performance perspective.

International frameworks address climate change and sustainable development [7].
However, looking at how sustainability is defined and measured in the reviewed studies, it
becomes clear that there is no common definition of a sustainability performance metric.
Considering the reviewed literature, more than ten different sources for measuring sustain-
ability have been applied. The difference in ratings is particularly pronounced in different
regions and renders comparability to some degree limited.

Higher sustainability disclosures are not appropriate for tackling this. In contrast,
disagreements across sustainability ratings [41,122] might not necessarily be solved since
higher sustainability disclosure is found to induce higher disagreements across ratings [123].
Therefore, a more standardized system for measuring sustainability might be helpful.
Regulations like the EU Taxonomy, which standardizes six environmental goals in the EU,
might be a good option.

Different regional priorities and stringencies on sustainability might limit the effec-
tiveness of global sustainability aspirations. The indication that cross-border M&A is
potentially used as a carbon risk reduction tool by carbon-intensive manufacturing firms
to relocate polluting activities to developing countries indicates this [76,77,94]. Without
global coordination, strengthening domestic environmental policies could create an unin-
tended negative externality, pushing firms to pollute elsewhere [11]. Therefore, regulators
should consider further harmonizing national environmental regulation to avoid regula-
tory arbitrage opportunities in M&A transactions in order to further support international
agreements and sustainable development transformation.
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Appendix A. Literature Overview on Relevance and Implications of Sustainability in M&A

# Sustainability Focus
and Cluster Authors Journal Research

Method Sustainability Rating Sample Theory and
Perspectives Finding

RQ1: How does sustainability impact target selection?

Acquirer sustainability

1

M&A
activity

Krishnamurti, C;
Shams, S;
Chowdhury, H,
2021 [63]

Australian Journal of
Management Archival KLD US,

1999–2016

Stakeholder theory;
conflict resolution
hypothesis

Financially constrained firms that engage in
sustainability reduce M&A activity (trade-off);
alignment of stakeholders and shareholders for
value-maximization purposes

2

Gul, FA;
Krishnamurti, C;
Shams, S;
Chowdhury, H,
2020 [75]

Journal of Business
Research Archival KLD US,

1996–2015

Agency and
stakeholder theoretic
perspectives

Sustainability activity at the firm level is negatively
related to M&A activity proxying empire-building
tendency; CEO overconfidence to increase
acquisition activity

3

High emission;
carbon risks

Bose, S; Minnick, K;
Shams, S, 2021 [76]

Journal of Corporate
Finance Archival ASSET4,

CDP
31 countries,
2006–2018

Carbon risk mitigation;
offshore carbon risk

Increased probabilities of acquiring foreign target
for high emission bidders; cross-border M&A as a
tool for diversifying carbon emissions risk

4 Guo, JQ;
Cheng, H, 2023 [77]

Environment,
Development and
Sustainability

Archival ASSET4 China,
2002–2021 World-systems theory

China, rather than developed countries targeted for
cross-border activity by acquirers with carbon risks
in place, is an effective way to reduce the high costs
caused by carbon risks

5 Leon-Gonzalez, R;
Tole, L, 2015 [78]

Review of Economic
Analysis Archival

Publicly available
(e.g., World
Bank, ISO), proprietary
dataset

Mining industry
worldwide,
1994–2006

Pollution haven
hypothesis;
environmental
stringency in M&A

Countries with weak environmental standards are
not attracting companies in the mining industry for
foreign investment; industry should focus on
policies that improve their environmental record to
attract foreign investment

Target sustainability

6

Target
probability

Gomes, M, 2019 [26] Finance Research
Letters Archival ASSET4 International,

2003–2014

Information
asymmetry; integration
cost; risk reduction

Positive relation between sustainability
performance and firms’ probability of being
targeted in transactions; negative outcomes
decreased; potential cost savings and risk reduction

7 Ma, X; Xu, XH;
Jiang, MB, 2020 [79]

Asia-Pacific Journal of
Accounting and
Economics

Archival Rankins CSR Ratings
(RKS)

Cross-border China,
2008–2016

Agency theory;
sustainability as a
product differentiation
device

Likelihood of being targeted in M&A in
cross-border deals via enhanced sustainability;
sustainability as a product differentiation device in
competitive markets

8 Fairhurst, D; Greene,
DT, 2022 [85]

Journal of
Corporate Finance Archival KLD n. a.,

1996–2016

Agency theory;
sustainability over- or
underinvestment
correction

Increasing probability of takeover induced by
under- and overinvestment in sustainability; the
takeover market acts as an external governance
mechanism

9 Target social
policy

Dicu, RM; Robu, IB;
Aevoae, GM;
Mardiros, DN, 2020 [84]

Sustainability Archival Orbis Romania,
2010–2018

Stakeholder theory;
cost of employees of
a target
company hypothesis

Sustainable employee policy as a central interest
when acquiring (controlling) interest in a target
firm; attention to achieve synergies
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# Sustainability Focus
and Cluster Authors Journal Research

Method Sustainability Rating Sample Theory and
Perspectives Finding

Relative sustainability

10 Target
proximity

Krishnamurti, C;
Shams, S; Pensiero, D;
Velayutham, E,
2019 [86]

Pacific-Basin
Finance Journal Archival ASSET4 Australia,

2000–2016

Stakeholder theory:
minimize social and
environmental risks

Higher likelihood of acquiring targets with
sustainability practices by
sustainability-oriented bidders; better cultural fit;
and lower social and environmental risks
as motives

RQ2: How does sustainability impact bid premia?

Acquirer sustainability

1 Shareholder expense
Hussaini, M; Hussain,
N; Nguyen, DK;
Rigoni, U, 2021 [87]

Finance Research
Letters Archival MSCI US,

1992–2014

Agency theory;
shareholder
expense view

Higher takeover premia paid by acquirers with
high sustainability performance; personal
objectives as a motivation for management’s
sustainability engagement

2 Ethical
attitude

Krishnamurti, C;
Shams, S; Pensiero, D;
Velayutham, E,
2019 [86]

Pacific-Basin
Finance Journal Archival ASSET4 Australia,

2000–2016
Agency theory;
ethically oriented CEOs

Lower likelihood of bid premia by socially
responsible firms; ethical attitude of CEOs as a
source for high sustainability scores

3 Trade-off

Krishnamurti, C;
Shams, S;
Chowdhury, H,
2021 [63]

Australian Journal
of Management Archival KLD US,

1999–2016
Stakeholder theory;
conflict resolution view

Companies deciding to trade off between
sustainability and M&A investment pay a lower bid
premium to target firms for value-creation purposes
for acquiring shareholders; the interests of
shareholders and stakeholders are aligned by
socially responsible managers to promote
sustainability while M&A investment levels
remain low

4 Topical complexity
Jost, S; Erben, S;
Ottenstein, P; Zulch, H,
2022 [66]

Finance Research
Letters Archival ASSET4 International,

2003–2018

Complexity cannot be
fully explained by
shareholder or
stakeholder
theory alone

Size of M&A premia impacted by neither acquirers’
nor targets’ sustainability performance alone;
mitigation potential of agency concerns as M&A
premia negatively associated with acquirers’
governance quality and sustainability performance

Target sustainability

5 Information asymmetry Gomes, M; Marsat, S,
2018 [64]

Finance Research
Letters Archival ASSET4 International,

2003–2014

Information
asymmetry; mitigate
the amount of
additional risk

Targets’ overall sustainability performance is
positively associated with acquisition premium
(positive signals, lower specific risk); only in
cross-border deals impacted by social performance

6 Competitive advantage Qiao, L; Wu, JF,
2019 [92] Sustainability Archival KLD International

cross-border, 1991–2016

Resourced-based view;
better social image; and
larger social networks

Higher likelihood of acquisition premium in cases
of socially responsible target (sustained competitive
advantage); increasing number of fellow
acquisitions; institutional and cultural distance to
weaken effect
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# Sustainability Focus
and Cluster Authors Journal Research

Method Sustainability Rating Sample Theory and
Perspectives Finding

7 Signaling Ozdemir, O; Binesh, F;
Erkmen, E, 2022 [65]

Review of
Managerial Science Archival KLD US Service industry,

1996–2018

Signaling theory;
intangibility
of industry

Sustainability performance of targets with
increasing effect on deal premia; intangibility of
industry to strengthen relations (service firms with
more profound effects compared to
non-service firms)

Relative sustainability

8 Target spread
Cho, K; Han, SH;
Kim, HJ;
Kim, S, 2021 [60]

Corporate Social
Responsibility and
Environmental
Management

Archival KLD US,
1993–2016

Stakeholder theory:
knowledge will
increase or
maintain relations

Stronger target sustainability performance relative
to the acquirer (target spread) to induce a higher
premium; takeovers by well-governed acquirers to
pronounce sustainability effect in valuation

9 Synergy and insurance
Li, K; He, CH;
Dbouk, W; Zhao, K;
2021 [68]

Sustainability Archival
China Stock Market
and Accounting
Research (CSMAR)

China,
2007–2018

Synergy and
post-merger effects; risk
mitigation (insurance)

Higher payment of prices and acquisition premia
for socially responsible targets; high-sustainability
performance of acquirers to reinforce the effect

10 Pollution
haven

Ahmad, MF; Aziz, S;
Michiels, Y;
Nguyen, DK, 2023 [94]

European Financial
Management Archival

Environmental
Performance
Index (EPI)

International
cross-border,
1991–2016

Resourced-based view;
pollution
haven hypothesis

With greater environmental differences between
acquirer and target countries, acquirer firms pay
higher merger premiums; association is reinforced
for both the acquirer and the target firm when deals
are conducted in polluting industries

RQ3: How does sustainability impact payment methods?

Acquirer sustainability

1

Agency cost;
risk reduction

Krishnamurti, C;
Shams, S; Pensiero, D;
Velayutham, E,
2019 [86]

Pacific-Basin
Finance Journal Archival ASSET4 Australia,

2000–2016
Stakeholder value
maximization view

Cash-only payments in acquisitions have a higher
likelihood when the acquirer is a
high-sustainability firm

2 Hussaini, M; Rigoni, U;
Perego, P, 2023 [67]

Business Strategy and
the Environment Archival KLD US,

1992–2014
Information
asymmetry

The likelihood of cash offers increasing with the
sustainability coverage of acquirers and a positive
relationship between cash offers and acquirer
sustainability concerns

3 Regional investor
preference

Li, K; He, CH;
Dbouk, W; Zhao, K,
2021 [68]

Sustainability Archival
China Stock Market
and Accounting
Research (CSMAR)

China,
2007–2018

Information
asymmetry; agency
theory; deal risks

Equity payments are preferred by acquirers with
high sustainability performance; there is a higher
probability of financing being performed as cash
payments when the target company has higher
sustainability performance

4 Economic
downturn Kanungo, RP, 2021 [95] Industrial Marketing

Management Archival CSRHub database UK,
2007–2010

Information
asymmetry

Choice of payment is influenced by the financial
crisis; the likelihood of stock payments is higher for
sustainability-pursuing acquirers during crises
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Target sustainability

5

Information
asymmetry, investor

concerns

Hussaini, M; Rigoni, U;
Perego, P, 2023 [67]

Business Strategy and
the Environment Archival KLD US,

1992–2014
Information
asymmetry

Cash offers are positively associated with
sustainability when covered by targets (incremental
information reduces information asymmetry); there
is no effect of target sustainability strength on
payment type

6
Li, K; He, CH;
Dbouk, W; Zhao, K,
2021 [68]

Sustainability Archival
China Stock Market
and Accounting
Research (CSMAR)

China,
2007–2018

Information
asymmetry; agency
theory; risk

Equity payments are preferred by acquirers with
high sustainability performance; there is a higher
probability of financing being performed as cash
payments when the target company has higher
sustainability performance

Relative sustainability

7 Portability; exposure to
governance standards

Hussain, T; Shams, S,
2022 [96]

International Review of
Financial Analysis Archival Refinitiv International,

2003–2016

Portability theory:
stock deals as an
instrument for
governance changes

Bidder companies with better pre-deal
sustainability than the target company use stock
payments to enable governance changes in line
with the portability of good sustainability standards

8 Culture fit;
uncertainties

Alexandridis, G;
Hoepner, AGF;
Huang, ZY;
Oikonomou, I, 2022 [62]

British Accounting
Review Archival EIRIS

22 International
markets,
2004–2012

Corporate cultural
divergence; cultural
clash hypothesis

Higher probability of cash payments for deals when
divergence of corporate social culture between
acquirer and target is widening

RQ4: How does sustainability impact short-term announcement (financial) performance?

Acquirer sustainability

1

Stakeholder
view

Deng, X; Kang, JK;
Low, BS, 2013 [52]

Journal of Financial
Economics Archival KLD US,

1992–2007 Stakeholder theory

Higher merger announcement return realization by
high-sustainability acquirers: the value-weighted
portfolio of the acquirer and the target realize
higher announcement returns

2 Shi, JY; Yu, CH;
Li, YX, 2022 [100]

Emerging Markets
Finance and Trade Archival

China Stock Market
and Accounting
Research (CSMAR)

China cross-border,
2010–2018

Stakeholder and
shareholder theory
complementarity; two
long competitive
theories

Higher CAR realization by acquirers having
extremely low or high levels of sustainability;
non-linear U-shaped relation around the
announcement of cross-border deals; net reaction to
be interpreted as the net result of positive and
negative reactions

3
Arouri, M; Gomes, M;
Pukthuanthong, K,
2019 [98]

Journal of
Corporate Finance Archival ASSET4 International M&A,

2004–2016 Stakeholder theory

Market M&A outcome assessment is influenced by
sustainability; perceived risk surrounding M&A
operations is determined by sustainability; strong
sustainability reduces M&A completion risk

4 Li, JJ; Wu, XM,
2022 [120]

Applied Economics
Letters Archival

Hexun Finance:
divided CSR into four
dimensions

China cross-border,
2010–2019

Theory of stakeholder
interests

Non-unitary impact of sustainability on returns of
cross-border M&As in China; promotion of acquirer
returns for suppliers; consumer responsibility and
social contribution of firms; negative effects of
shareholder responsibility and
environmental responsibility
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5

Investor preferences,
no sustainability

consideration

Li, MH; Lan, FQ;
Zhang, F, 2019 [101] Sustainability Archival Hexun Finance China,

2010–2017

Systematic and
idiosyncratic risk;
investor preferences

There is no significant sustainability impact on
CAR; M&A premia are not reduced by better levels
of the acquirer’s sustainability; Chinese financial
market investors without consideration of
sustainability prior to M&A deals

6 Yen, T.; André, P.,
2019 [89]

Quarterly Review of
Economics and Finance Archival ASSET4 23 Emerging markets,

2008–2014

Investor cost–benefit:
neither the positive
stakeholder nor the
negative shareholder
view alone can explain
the effects

Response to M&A events driven by the own
cost–benefit concerns of investors for acquirers’
pre-merger sustainability performance effects:
acquirers’ pre-merger sustainability performance is
not considered a signal announcement by market
investors with sustainability agency concerns

7 Zhang, F; Li, MH;
Zhang, ML, 2019 [102] Sustainability Archival Hexun Finance China,

2010–2017
Effectiveness of China’s
securities market

Acquirers possessing lower sustainability
performance in the year prior to a deal are more
likely valued by the Chinese investor market;
short-term profits of enterprises are in focus, and
long-term sustainability is out of focus

8 Economic
downturn

Tampakoudis, I;
Noulas, A; Kiosses, N;
Drogalas, G, 2021 [103]

Corporate Governance Archival ASSET4 US,
2018–2020

Shareholder theory;
costs of sustainability
activities

Acquiring shareholders experience negative
valuation impacts for sustainability performance
for the whole sample period and
negative impacts exacerbated by the COVID-19
crisis; economic downturns indicate an
outweighing of the cost of sustainability activities
versus possible gains

9

Complexity, integration
lead time

Caiazza, S; Galloppo, G;
Paimanova, V, 2021 [47]

Journal of Cleaner
Production Archival ASSET4

Hospitality sector
for targets,
2000–2019

Complexity of the
post-merger
integration;
integration problems

Sustainability and non-sustainability companies are
not distinguished by investors on announcements;
corporate sustainability capital is a process-winning
strategy only for cases with long-term focus
and consideration

10
Huang, CJ; Ke, WC;
Chiang, RPY;
Jhong, YC, 2023 [48]

Journal of Cleaner
Production Archival Refinitiv American acquirer,

2003–2020

Stakeholder theory;
complexity of
M&A operations

Synergy does not come immediately, and for
short-term performance, sustainability is irrelevant;
only one to three years after the announcement of
M&A is sustainability relevant

11 Hostile
takeover

Zhang, TT; Zhang, ZY;
Yang, JY, 2022 [99]

Journal of
Business Ethics Archival ASSET4

23 developed
economies,
2002–2012

Stakeholder theory;
insurance prevention;
hostile takeover as a
negative signal

Acquirer returns around announcement windows
enhanced with pre-announcement sustainability
engagement of an acquirer (insurance-like effect of
sustainability engagement); offsetting of the
insurance-like effect of the acquirer’s high
sustainability in case of hostile takeovers

Target sustainability

12 Learning
opportunity

Aktas N; de Bodt E;
Cousin J; 2011 [30]

Journal of Banking
and Finance Archival

Intangible Value
Assessment (IVA); two
components of the IVA
score: environmental
and social ratings

International,
1997–2007

SRI value-enhancing;
learning hypothesis

Positive relation between acquirer abnormal returns
and targets’ social and environmental performance;
the better the target’s performance on
environmental and social dimensions, the higher
the gain for shareholders of acquirers
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13 Stakeholder
preservation

Tong, L; Wang, HL;
Xia, J, 2020 [104]

Academy of
Management Journal Archival KLD US,

2000–2012

Stakeholder theory;
stakeholder
preservation
perspective

Positive relation between the target sustainability
and the abnormal return of the acquirer upon the
announcements of acquisitions; association
reinforced by higher levels of stakeholder value
congruence and reduced by higher business
similarity of transaction parties

14 Overinvested
target

Wang, ZK; Lu, WJ;
Liu, M, 2021 [107]

International Review of
Financial Analysis Archival KLD (MSCI) US,

1996–2007 Agency theory
Significantly declining market reactions to M&A
announcements of acquirers when purchasing
sustainability-overinvesting targets

Relative sustainability

15 Portability
channel

Hussain, T;
Shams, S, 2022 [96]

International Review of
Financial Analysis Archival Refinitiv International,

2003–2016 Portability theory

Portability of good sustainability standards in
mergers as the takeover market works as a vehicle
for it; positive stock-market reaction to
announcements while distribution of returns is
asymmetric for merging firms; bidders gain and
targets lose value

16

Target spread

Teti, E; Dell’Acqua, A;
Bonsi, P, 2022 [105]

Corporate Social
Responsibility and
Environmental
Management

Archival ASSET4 International,
n.a.

Stakeholder theory:
value creation taking
over a target of higher
sustainability
performance

Acquisition of targets with higher sustainability
beneficial for bidders (target spread); from the
perspective of the stock market, a higher
sustainability score to generate value; superior
standards in corporate governance with a positive
impact on takeover performance

17 Chen, C; Lu, WJ;
Liu, M, 2022 [106]

Asia-Pacific Journal of
Accounting
and Economics

Archival KLD US,
1995–2014

Sustainability spread
and synergy gain;
learning from the
target’s CSR practices

Acquirer shareholders gain by investing in higher
sustainability targets; the higher the acquirer gains,
the stronger the target’s sustainability performance
relative to the acquirer firm

18

Carbon risk;
pollution haven

Bose, S; Minnick, K;
Shams, S, 2021 [76]

Journal of
Corporate Finance Archival ASSET4 Across 31 countries,

2006–2018

Cost of
carbon risk, carbon risk
mitigation, and
offshoring carbon risk

Acquirers with higher carbon emissions have lower
announcement returns (emissions proxies are
negative and statistically significant); cross-border
acquisition announcement returns are expected to
increase for high-carbon emitters acquiring targets
located in weak regulation and governance
countries with lower prosperity

19
Ahmad, MF; Aziz, S;
Michiels, Y;
Nguyen, DK, 2023 [94]

European Financial
Management Archival

Environmental
Performance
Index (EPI)

International
cross-border,
2011–2020

Pollution haven
hypothesis: an
indicator of a firm’s
commitment or
exploitation

Higher cumulative abnormal returns around
merger announcements are realized with greater
environmental sustainability differences between
the acquirer and target countries
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20

Culture;
corporate proximity

Doukas, JA;
Zhang, RY, 2021 [61]

Journal of
Corporate Finance Archival KLD US,

1992–2017

Cultural
similarity/proximity;
managerial ability

M&A synergies are constituted by corporate
cultural similarity; higher cultural similarity levels
lead to strong positive market reactions

21

Alexandridis, G;
Hoepner, AGF;
Huang, ZY;
Oikonomou, I, 2022 [62]

British
Accounting Review Archival EIRIS

22 international
markets,
2004–2012

Corporate cultural
divergence

Lower acquirer announcements and synergistic
gains are triggered by a wider divergence between
the sustainability corporate cultures of the
acquiring and target entities

RQ5: How does sustainability impact long-term financial performance?

Acquirer sustainability

1

Stakeholder view:
marked-based
performance

Deng, X; Kang, JK;
Low, BS, 2013 [52]

Journal of
Financial Economics Archival KLD US,

1992–2007
Stakeholder value
maximization view

Portfolios of high-sustainability acquirers realizing
significantly positive abnormal returns for holding
periods of two and three years indicate larger
improvements in post-merger long-term operations;
acquirers’ social performance is identified as an
important determinant of merger returns

2 Bettinazzi, ELM;
Zollo, M, 2017 [108]

Strategic Management
Journal Archival ASSET4 US,

2002–2010
Stakeholder-based
view

Acquisition performance is positively associated
with acquirers’ stakeholder orientation;
performance is positively moderated by
business-relatedness (importance of
knowledge transfer)

3 Qiao, MZ; Xu, SW;
Wu, GD, 2018 [58] Sustainability Archival Rankins CSR

Ratings (RKS)
China,
2012–2014

Stakeholder and social
contracts; geographical
differences; synergy
and spillover;
learning effects

Acquirer’s sustainability performance with a
significant and positive effect on long-term M&A
performance in China; more significant
sustainability effects on M&A performance for
related-party M&As; significant differences present
across geographical regions in the
association context

4
Zheng, ZG; Li, JR;
Ren, XZ; Guo, JM,
2023 [109]

Pacific-Basin
Finance Journal Archival Sino-Securities Index

(SSI) ESG Rating
China,
2011–2019

Instrumental
stakeholder theory:
post-merger
synergy creation

Acquirers’ sustainability rating is positively
associated with post-M&A performance;
sustainability upgrade and downgrade effects
depend on sustainability initial levels

5
Huang, CJ; Ke, WC;
Chiang, RPY;
Jhong, YC, 2023 [48]

Journal of
Cleaner Production Archival Refinitiv American acquirer,

2003–2020

Stakeholder theory:
long-term
synergy creation

Long-term M&A success by acquirers fulfilling
environmental and social responsibility such as
human rights, working conditions, health and
safety, and career development and training;
financial performance in M&A mostly impacted by
social pillar
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6

Stakeholder view:
accounting-based

performance

Caiazza, S; Galloppo, G;
Paimanova, V, 2021 [47]

Journal of
Cleaner Production Archival ASSET4

Hospitality sector for
targets,
2000–2019

Complexity of the
post-merger integration

In the long run, stronger social and sustainability
capital involvement is likely associated with an
improvement in corporate performance

7 Kim, BJ; Jung, JY;
Cho, SW, 2022 [110] Borsa Istanbul Review Archival KCGS ratings Korean cross-border,

2012–2018
Stakeholder theory;
business efficiency

Business performance in cross-border M&A is
positively impacted by better sustainability
engagement, overcoming diversification discounts
through a friendly channel of
sustainability engagement

8
Zheng, ZG; Li, JR;
Ren, XZ; Guo, JM,
2023 [109]

Pacific-Basin
Finance Journal Archival Sino-Securities Index

(SSI) ESG Rating
China,
2011–2019

Instrumental
stakeholder theory:
post-merger
synergy creation

Acquirers’ sustainability rating is positively
associated with post-M&A performance;
sustainability upgrade and downgrade effects
depend on sustainability initial levels

9
Huang, CJ; Ke, WC;
Chiang, RPY;
Jhong, YC, 2023 [48]

Journal of Cleaner
Production Archival Refinitiv American acquirer,

2003–2020

Stakeholder theory:
long-term synergy
creation

Long-term M&A success by acquirers fulfilling
environmental and social responsibility such as
human rights, working conditions, health and
safety, and career development and training;
financial performance in M&A mostly impacted by
social pillar

10 Trade-off

Krishnamurti, C;
Shams, S;
Chowdhury, H,
2021 [63]

Australian Journal of
Management Archival KLD US,

1999–2016
Stakeholder theory;
conflict resolution view

Linking negative sustainability–M&A relation
(trade-off) to value creation proved by long-run
stock returns; the tendency of sustainability firms’
low engagements in M&A investments is valid only
for firms with no financial slack; firm performance
further positive impact of sustainability
engagement on Tobin’s Q when firm-level
sustainability commitments increase alongside a
reduction in the number of M&As

11

No long-term
improvement:

shareholder view;
passive sustainability

Li, MH; Lan, FQ;
Zhang, F, 2019 [101] Sustainability Archival Hexun Finance China,

2010–2017

Systematic and
idiosyncratic risk;
passive sustainability

M&A without improvement in the company’s ROA
for a long time; within one year after M&A,
sustainability only increases the return on assets of
the firm

12 Yen, T.; André, P.,
2019 [89]

Quarterly Review of
Economics and Finance Archival ASSET4 23 Emerging markets,

2008–2014

Shareholder and
synergy hypothesis:
short-term market
performance based on
investors’ rational
expectations

In the long run, cross-border deals conducted by
emerging market sample acquirers fail to reveal
significantly improving post-merger financials;
there is a negative association between operating
improvements and pre-merger
sustainability performance
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Target sustainability

13
Host country carbon
emission: accounting
performance

Liu, K; Wu, SY; Guo, N;
Fang, QL, 2021 [111]

Journal of
Cleaner Production Archival

WDI (World
Development
Indicators)
database

Chinese listed
companies cross-border,
2007–2016

Pollution paradise
hypothesis;
environmental Kuznets
curve (EKC) hypothesis

Host country carbon emissions as a source of
acquirer performance are evidenced by significant
positive ∆ROE1, ∆ROE2; significant negative
association of carbon emission intensity, per capita
income, carbon emission intensity, and
environmental vulnerability, with indication of
increasing environmental vulnerability of the host
country to inhibit country carbon emissions as a
cross-border M&A performance source

14
Host country carbon

emission:
market performance

Liu, K; Wu, SY; Guo, N;
Fang, QL, 2021 [111]

Journal of
Cleaner Production Archival

WDI (World
Development
Indicators)
database

Chinese listed
companies cross-border,
2007–2016

Pollution paradise
hypothesis;
environmental Kuznets
curve (EKC) hypothesis

Host country carbon emissions as a source of
acquirer performance are evidenced by a significant
positive BHAR and a significant negative
association of carbon emission intensity, per capita
income, carbon emission intensity, and
environmental vulnerability, with an indication of
the increasing environmental vulnerability of the
host country to inhibit country carbon emissions as
a cross-border M&A performance source

15 Overinvested
target

Wang, ZK; Lu, WJ;
Liu, M, 2021 [107]

International Review of
Financial Analysis Archival KLD (MSCI) US,

1996–2007

Agency theory:
sustainability
expenditure exceeding
the optimal level

Significantly deteriorating financial performance
for acquirers when purchasing
sustainability-overinvesting targets; combined firm
with unnecessary sustainability assets and future
company also overinvest in sustainability
(value destruction)

Relative sustainability

16

Target spread

Tampakoudis, I;
Anagnostopoulou, E,
2020 [9]

Business Strategy and
the Environment Archival ASSET4 EU,

2003–2017 Stakeholder theory

Evidence partially provides for a positive
association between the post-merger market value
of the acquirer firm and the acquisition of a target
with superior sustainability (target spread)

17 Choi, G; Kim, TN,
2022 [112]

Business and
Society Review Archival KLD US,

1995–2013

Stakeholder theory: a
supportive relationship
with the target’s
diverse stakeholders

Higher post-announcement stock returns than
others when acquirer firms are supporting targets’
superior overall sustainability

18 Chen, C; Lu, WJ;
Liu, M, 2022 [106]

Asia-Pacific Journal of
Accounting
and Economics

Archival KLD US,
1995–2014

Sustainability spread
and synergy gain;
learning from the
target’s practices

Acquisitions of targets with higher sustainability
document subsequent acquirer’s improvements in
market performance; value generation by learning
from their targets with respect to sustainability
practices and experiences
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19

Culture proximity;
post-deal integration

Doukas, JA; Zhang, RY,
2021 [61]

Journal of
Corporate Finance Archival KLD US,

1992–2017
Cultural similarity
and proximity

Tendency of target acquisition with similar
corporate social culture by high-level sustainability
companies led by talented managers; significant
positive post-merger returns indicate synergy
creation in M&A due to cultural similarity

20 Feng, X, 2021 [113] Green Finance Archival ASSET4 International,
2000–2020

Corporate culture
similarity;
integration cost

Exacerbated ROA decline for low-sustainability
acquirers in comparison to relief for
high-sustainability acquirers; temporary integration
costs are higher for low-sustainability acquirers
than for high-sustainability peers in cases where the
target’s sustainability level increases

21

Alexandridis, G;
Hoepner, AGF;
Huang, ZY;
Oikonomou, I, 2022 [62]

British Accounting
Review Archival EIRIS

22 international
markets,
2004–2012

Corporate cultural
divergence; cultural
clash hypothesis

Lower long-term returns as well as lower
synergistic gains are related to a greater divergence
between the sustainability corporate cultures of the
acquiring and target firms; moreover, increases in
the time required for deal finalization

RQ6: How does M&A impact sustainability performance?

M&A impact on acquirer sustainability

1

Stakeholder view;
strategic perspective

Caiazza, S; Galloppo, G;
Paimanova, V, 2021 [47]

Journal of
Cleaner Production Archival ASSET4

Hospitality sector for
targets,
2000–2019

Stakeholder theory

Up to three years later, the merger acquirer’s
sustainability is strongly influenced by the merger;
the impact of sustainability on maximizing value
for shareholders in the short term is irrelevant

2
Barros, V; Matos, PV;
Sarmento, JM;
Vieira, PR, 2022 [8]

Technological
Forecasting and
Social Change

Archival ASSET4 (Refinitiv) 41 countries, 2002–2020

Strategic perspective of
M&A and motivation
for increasing
sustainability

M&A deals significantly increasing sustainability
performance the year following the transaction are
considered on their own (not in the year of the
deal); similar results for the single pillars of
environmental, social, and governance

3

Knowledge channel
cross-border deals

Li, Z; Wang, P,
2023 [116]

Journal of Business
Finance and
Accounting

Archival Rankins CSR
Ratings (RKS)

China cross-border,
2009–2017

Legitimacy and
institutional theories

Improvement in acquirers’ subsequent
sustainability performance following cross-border
M&A activities; sustainability as a vehicle for
acquirers from a country possessing low
institutional quality to bond themselves for a
better reputation

4 Chen, XM; Liang, X;
Wu, H, 2023 [115]

Journal of
Business Ethics Archival Rankins CSR

Ratings (RKS)
China cross-border,
2008–2015 Signaling theory

Post-cross-border M&A increase in sustainability
performance and sustainability spending; via
cross-border M&As signaling commitment through
cross-border M&As and sustainability
know-how obtained

5
Yang, N; Zhang, Y;
Yu, L; Wang, J; Liu, XM,
2022 [114]

International Review of
Economics and Finance Archival

Chinese Corporate
Social Responsibilities
Database (CCSR)

China cross-border,
2007–2018 Learning theory

Chinese acquirers’ sustainability as well as detailed
dimensions post-deal are positively impacted by
cross-border M&As; regional cultural diversity
reinforces the effect as a positive moderator
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6

Green M&A; green
technology

Choi, G; Kim, TN,
2022 [112]

Business and
Society Review Archival KLD US,

1995–2013
Green technology
acquisition

Acquirers generally do support the target’s better
environmental and product sustainability; any of
the target’s greater sustainability issues are not
corrected by acquirers

7 Zhao, XY; Jia, M,
2022 [117]

Environmental Science
and Pollution Research Archival Calculated rating proxy

China heavy-polluting
firms,
2009–2017

Legitimacy theory

Environmental management improved via
corporate green M&A activity; positive associations
were alleviated for firms in localities under
considerable media scrutiny; state-owned
enterprises (SOEs) weakened the relationship

M&A impact on acquirer sustainability relative to target sustainability

8

Target spread

Aktas N; de Bodt E;
Cousin J, 2011 [30]

Journal of Banking
and Finance Archival

Intangible Value
Assessment (IVA); two
components of the IVA
score: environmental
and social ratings

International,
1997–2007 Learning hypothesis

Positive relation between the rating spread
(between the target and the acquirer) and the
change in acquirer rating following M&A; learning
channel for acquirers via target’s SRI experiences
and practices

9
Tampakoudis, I;
Anagnostopoulou, E,
2020 [9]

Business Strategy and
the Environment Archival ASSET4 EU,

2003–2017

Stakeholder theory:
learn and incorporate
target practices

Acquirers’ post-merger sustainability performance
is positively affected by the pre-merger relative
target/acquirer sustainability performance; in the
post-merger stage, integration of the target’s
sustainability practices into the
acquirers’ sustainability

10 Chen, C; Lu, WJ;
Liu, M, 2022 [106]

Asia-Pacific Journal of
Accounting
and Economics

Archival KLD US,
1995–2014 Learning theory

The stronger the target spread (target’s
sustainability performance relative to the acquirer),
the higher the created acquirer gains as well as
synergy for acquirers; gain by learning from their
targets considering sustainability experiences
and practices
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